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PREFACE 
The purpose of this thesis is to study the following questions: 
(1) Which classes of semigroups consist entirely of saturated semigroups ? 
(2) Which semigroup identities are preserved under epis in conjunction with any 
seminormal identity ? 
The present exposition consists of five chapters and each chapter is divided into 
various sections. 
All the new material covered in Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 of this thesis, except where 
reference has been given to other sources, appears in the following papers. 
Chapter 2, Section 2.2 and Chapter 3, Section 3.3: Epimorphisms dominions and per-
mutative semigroups, Semigroup Forum, to appear. 
Chapter 2, Section 2.3: On epimorphisms and right [left] regular semigroups, submitted. 
Chapter 4: Epimorphisms Dominions and Seminormal identities, Semigroup Forum, 
under revision. 
Chapter 5: On Epimorphisms and Semigroup identities, submitted. 
Conversely, all the new material in the above papers appears in the thesis. 
Chapter 1 contains introductory concepts of semigroup theory and some impor-
tant results, including a full proof of Isbell's Zigzag Theorem on which the whole of 
the thesis is based. 
In Chapter 2, we give an answer of question (1), by investigating certain classes of 
semigroups which are saturated. In Section 2.2, we show that any right semicommuta-
tive semigroup satisfying the minimum condition on principal right ideals is saturated. 
ii 
This generalizes the long known result of Howie and Isbell [41], which shows that 
commutative semigroups satisfying the minimum condition on principal ideals are sat-
urated, a result, that was later generalized by N. M. Khan [50] for semicommutative 
semigroups. 
A wider class of saturated semigroups was identified by Hall and Jones [24], within 
the class of all semisimple semigroups with only finitely many i7-classes. In particular, 
this includes all finite regular semigroups and completely simple semigroups. In [33], P. 
M. Higgins has shown that the condition on J'-classes can be relaxed to that of having 
no infinite chain of j7-classes. 
In Section 2.3, we again answer question (1), by showing that, under certain conditions 
P. M. Higgins result [33, Theorem 2] is also true for the class of all right [left] regular 
semigroups, a class of semigroups contained in the class of all semisimple semigroups. 
This shows, in particular, that all finite right [left] regular semigroups are saturated. 
In Chapter 3, we discuss ideals and supersaturated semigroups. In Section 3.2, we 
first present an example due to Higgins [32], of a supersatiu^ated semigroup, and then 
we give a brief exposition of semigroup amalgams and their relationship with dominions. 
In [31], Higgins showed that a semigroup U is saturated [supersaturated] if the 
ideal [/" is saturated [supersaturated]. Whether or not the converse holds, is an open 
problem. In [32], Higgins showed that the converse holds in some cases and proved 
that if 5 a supersaturated semigroup, then any commutative globally idempotent ideal 
of S is also supersaturated. 
In Section 3.3, we extend this result from commutative ideals to permutative ideak. 
We show that if ?7 is a permutative globally idempotent ideal of a supersaturated 
semigroup S satisfying a permutation identity 
for which ii = 1 and in ^ n, then U is also supersaturated. 
ui 
A semigroup identity 0 may satisfy the following three conditions: 
(A) (j) is preserved under epis; 
(B) each variety admitting 0 is epimorphically closed; 
(C) each variety admitting (p is saturated; 
Clearly (C) impUes (B), which, in turn implies (A) but the reverse implications are 
not true in general. In [31], Higgins gave a necessary condition for a semigroup identity 
to satisfy (A), by showing that a semigroup identity is preserved under epis only if its 
one side contains no repeated variable. Isbell [43], showed that commutativity satis-
fies (A), while N. M. Khan [44, 48], has generalized this result in two directions, by 
showing that commutativity satisfies condition (B) and that all permutation identities 
satisfy (A). In [48], Khan further showed jointly with Higgins[30], that left and right 
semicommutativity satisfy condition (B). Therefore, it is natural to determine all semi-
group identities that satisfy condition (A) in conjunction with any seminormal identity. 
In Chapter 4, we partially answer question (2) for homotypical identities, by estab-
lishing some sufficient conditions for such identities to fie in this class. In Section 4.2, 
we consider balanced identities, while Section 4.3 deals with non-balanced homotypi-
cal identities. However, a fuU determination of all homotypical identities that satisfy 
condition (A) in conjunction with a seminormal identity remains an open problem. 
Chapter 5 deals with heterotypical identities. P. M. Higgins [31], had given a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a heterotypical variety to be saturated, by show-
ing that a heterotypical variety is saturated if and only if it admits an identity, not 
a permutation identity of which atleast one side has no repeated variable. Khan [46], 
by a diflFerent technique, gave a suflicient condition for a heterotypical variety to be 
saturated. He showed that if a semigroup variety V admits a heterotypical identity of 
which atleast one side has no repeated variable, then V is saturated. Hence all het-
erotypical identities whose atleast one side has no repeated variable, satisfy condition 
(A) in conjunction with any non trivial permutation identity. Therefore, it is natural 
to determine aU heterotypical identities whose both sides contain repeated variables 
and satisfy condition (A) in conjunction with a seminormal identity. 
IV 
Like Chapter 4, in Section 5.2, we partially answer question (2) for hetrotypical iden-
tities whose both sides contain repeated variables, by establishing some sufficient con-
ditions for such semigroup identities to be preserved under epis in conjunction with 
a seminormal identity, while Section 5.3 deals with establishing some sufficient condi-
tions for more semigroup identities to be preserved under epis in conjunction with any 
seminormal identity. 
At the end, an exhaustive bibliography of the literature consulted during this work, 
has been given. 
CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
§ 1.1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the basic concepts and results of semi-
group theory, together with the additional ideas that are to be developed in this thesis 
and make this thesis as self contained as possible. The elementary knowledge of the 
algebraic concepts such as groups, homomorphisms etc. has been preassumed, and 
thus, no attempt is being made to discuss them here. Most of the material included in 
this chapter occurs in the standard hterature, namely Chfford and Preston [9], Howie 
[38, 40] and Higgins [36]. 
§ 1.2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
In this section, we give a brief exposition of some basic definitions and terminology 
of semigroup theory. 
Definition 1.2.1. A semigroup {S, o) is a non-empty set S together with an associa-
tive binary operation " o ". 
In accordance with the usual practice, we often speak simply of a semigroup 5' 
when the operation "o" is understood and abbreviate the product aob {a, b € S) as 
ah. 
Definition 1.2.2. A semigroup S is said to be commutative if 
xy ^yx, y X, ye S. 
Definition 1.2.3. Let 5 be a semigroup. An element a of 5 is said to be regular if 
there exists x e S such that a = axa. A semigroup whose all elements are regular is 
called a regular semigroup. 
For example, the semigroup of all mappings of a non-empty set into itself, with 
respect to the operation of composition of maps, is a regular semigroup. 
Definition 1,2,4. If a semigroup S contains an element e such that 
ex = xe =^  X, (V X E S), 
we say that e is an identity element (or just an identity) of S, and S is said to be a 
semigroup with identity or (more usually) a monoid. 
Like groups, an identity element of a semigroup, if it exists, is also unique. 
Definition 1.2.5. If a semigroup S has no identity element, then we can easily adjoin 
an extra element 1 to 5 to form a monoid, by defining 
ls = sl = s, V s G 5, and 11 = 1. 
Thus S" U {1} becomes a monoid. We now define 
{ S if S has an identity element 
SU{1} otherwise. 
We refer to S^ as the monoid obtained from S by adjoining an identity, if necessary. 
Definition 1.2.6. If a semigroup S with at least two elements contains an element 0 
such that 
Ox = xO = 0, ( V x e 5 ) , 
then we say that 0 is a zero element (or just zero) of S and S is said to be a semigroup 
with zero. 
A zero element of a semigroup, if exist, is also unique. 
Definition 1.2.7. If a semigroup S has no zero element, then we can adjoin an extra 
element 0, and define 
Os = sO = 0, V s e 5, and 00 = 0. 
It is a routine matter to check that S U {0} is a semigroup with zero. By analogy with 
S^, we define { S if S has a zero element 
SU{0} otherwise. -
Again we refer to S^ as the semigroup obtained from S by adjoining a zero, if necessary 
We assume that here and elsewhere in the text, a bracketed statement will mean 
dual to the other statement. 
Remark 1.2.8. If a is an element of a semigroup 5 without identity, then Sa [aS, SaS\ 
need not contain a. The following notations will be standard: 
S^a = Sa[J {a}; 
aS^ =aSU {a}; 
S^aS^=SaSuSaUaSU{a}. 
Notice that S^a, aS^ and S^aS^ are all subsets of S and do not contain the ele-
ment 1. 
Definition 1.2.9. A non-empty subset T of a semigroup S is called a subsemigroup 
of 5 if 
xyeT,yx,yeT. 
This condition can be expressed more compactly as T^ C T. The associativity 
that holds throughout S certainly holds throughout T, and so, T itself is a semigroup. 
Definition 1.2.10. A subsemigroup of S which is a group with respect to the opera,-
tion inherited from S is called a subgroup of S. 
It is easy to see that a non-empty subset T of a semigroup 5 is a subgroup of S if 
and only if 
(V a e T), aT = T and Ta = T. 
Definition 1.2.11. A non-empty subset A oi a semigroup S is called a left ideal of S 
if SA Q A, a right ideal of S if AS C A, and a (two-sided) ideal of S if it is both a left 
ideal and a right ideal of S. 
Evidently, every ideal of S (whether left, right or two-sided) is a subsemigroup of 
S, but the converse is not true in general. 
Definition 1.2.12. If S and T are semigroups, then the cartesian product 
SxT = {{s,t):seS, teT} 
of S and T becomes a semigroup if we define 
{s,t){s',t') = iss',tt'), • 
where s, s' e S and t, t' G T. We refer to this semigroup as the direct -product of S 
a n d r . 
Definition 1.2.13. A semigroup S is said to be a hand if every element of S is an 
idempotent, i.e., a^ = a, V a G 5. 
Definition 1.2.14. A semigroup S is said to be a left zero semigroup if ab = a, V 
a, b € S. Right zero semigroups are defined dually. 
Definition 1.2.15. If 7 and A are non-empty sets, then we may define an associative 
binary operation " o " on / x A as: 
(ii, Ai) o (i2, A2) = (ii, A2), V zi, Z2 el; Ai, A2 G A. 
Then (/ x A, o) is a semigroup which is called a rectangular band. 
If I A 1= 1 [| / 1= 1], then the rectangular band / x A is a left [right] zero semigroup. 
Definition 1.2.16. A baud S is said to be a left [right] normal band if 
abc — acb [abc = bac], V a, 6, cG S. 
Definition 1.2.17. A semigroup S is said to be an inverse semigroup if each a in 5 
has a unique inverse, i.e., if there exists a unique element a~^ in S such that aa^^a = a 
and a~^aa~^ = a~\ V a e 5. 
Such a semigroup is certainly regular, but not every regular semigroup is an in-
verse semigroup. A rectangular band is an obvious example in which every element is 
an inverse of every other element. 
Definition 1.2.18. A relation R on a, set X is called an equivalence relation if it is 
reflexive, symmetric and transitive. 
Definition 1.2.19. Let S he a semigroup. A relation i? on 5* is called left compatible 
(with the operation on S) if 
(V s, t, a^ S) {s,t) G R implies {as, at) G R, 
and right compatible if 
(V s, t, a ^ S) (s, t) & R imphes {sa, ta) € R. 
It is called compatible if 
(Vs, t, s', t'eS) [{s,t)eR and {s',t')eR] implies {ss',tt')eR. 
A left [right] compatible equivalence relation on a semigroup S is called a left [right] 
congruence on S and a compatible equivalence relation on S is called a congruence on S. 
Result 1.2.20 ([40, Prop. 1.5.1]). A relation p on a semigroup 5 is a congruence if 
and only if it is both left and right compatible. 
§ 1.3. GREEN'S EQUIVALENCES 
Green's relations are equivalences on a semigroup based on the idea of mutual 
divisibility of elements. They play no role in group theory as they all coincide with the 
universal equivalence on a group, but they are important tools in the description and 
decomposition of semigroups. These fundamental equivalence relations, definable on 
any semigroup, were first introduced and studied by Green in 1951. They have been 
used, in particular, as an important tool for the structure of regular semigroups. 
Definition 1.3.1. If a is an element of a semigroup S, then the principal left fright, 
two-sided] ideal generated by a is defined as ^aU{a} [{a} UaS, SaSUSaUaSU {a}]. 
It is the smallest left [right, two-sided] ideal of S containing a and we denote it by 
S^a [aS\ S^aS^]. 
Definition 1.3.2. Let 5 be a semigroup. The Green's equivalence C on S is defined 
by the rule that aCb if and only if a and b generate the same principal left ideal, that 
is, if and only if S^a = S^b. Similarly, we define the Green's equivalence TZ on S by 
the rule that aTZb if and only if aS^ = bS^. The Green's equivalence H is defined as 
CnTZ, while the Green's equivalence V is defined as CW 1Z, the join of C and TZ in 
the lattice of all equivalences on S; that is, V is the least equivalence on S containing 
both C and TZ. Finally, the Green's equivalence J is defined by ajb if and only if a 
and b generate the same principal two sided ideal, that is, if and only if S^aS^ = S^bS^. 
An alternative characterization of JC, TZ and J highlightening mutual divisibihty 
aspect of these equivalences, is given by the following result. 
Result 1.3.3 ([40, Prop. 2.1.1]). Let a and b be elements of a semigroup 5. Then aCb 
if and only if there exist x, y G 5^ such that xa — b, yb = a. Also, aT^ if and only if 
there exist u, v e S^ such that au = 6, bv = a. Finally, aJb if and only if there exist 
X, y, u, V £ S^ such that xay = b, ubv = a. 
Remark 1.3.4. It is immediate that C Q J and TZ Q J. As P is the smallest 
equivalence on S containing both C and TZ, V C J. However, in certain classes of 
semigroups, they all are equal. For example in a group G, we have 
'H = C^TZ = V = J={GxG), 
and in any commutative semigroup S, we have 
Ti = C = TZ = V = J. 
Moreover, 72, is a left congruence and £ is a right congruence on S (which does 
not imply that "H is a congruence). 
Remark 1.3.5. For any a e S, we denote the £ [TZ, H, V, J] class of a in 5" by 
La [Rai Ha, Da, Ja\-
Remark 1.3.6. Since C, % and J are defined in terms of ideals, the inclusion order 
among these ideals induces a partial order (a relation which is reflexive, anti symmetric 
and transitive) on S/C [S/TZ, S/J] as follows: 
La < Lb if S^a C S% 
[Ra < Rb if aS^ C bS\ Ja < Jb if S^aS^ C S^hS\ 
We may thus regard S/C, S/TZ and S/J as partially ordered sets. Notice that, for 
all a e 5 and for all x, y E S^, 
and 
La ^ Lb implies Ja < Jb and Ra < Rb impUes Ja< Jb-
Definition 1.3.7. Let F be a non-empty subset of a partially ordered set {X, <). An 
element a of F is called minimal if there is no element of Y that is strictly less than a, 
that is to say, if 
{^ y &Y) y <a impUes y = a. 
Further, we say that {X, <) satisfies the minimal condition if every non-empty 
subset of X has a minimal element. 
Definition 1.3.8. A semigroup S is said to satisfy the condition mini, minn or minj 
according as the partially ordered sets S/C, S/TZ and S/J satisfy the minimal condi-
tions respectively. 
These conditions are, of course, equivalent to the minimal conditions on principal 
left ideals, principal right ideals and principal two sided ideals respectively. 
§ 1.4. VARIETIES AND PERMUTATION IDENTITIES 
Definition 1.4.1. Let X be any set, and Fx consists of all finite sequences of elements 
of X. If {xi, X2,..., Xn) and (yi, y2,---, Vn) be any two elements of Fx (xj, yj G X), 
where {i — 1, 2, . . . ,m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n ) , then we define their product by simple 
juxtaposition: 
{xi, X2,...,xm)iyi, y2,• • • ,yn) = {xi, X 2 , . . . , x m , y i , y2,• • • ,yn)-
Fx, thereby, becomes a semigroup which we call as the free semigroup on X. An 
element of Fx will be called as a word in the alphabet set X. 
Definition 1.4.2. A semigroup identity u = v, is the formal equality of two words u 
and V formed by letters over an alphabet set X. 
Definition 1.4.3. A semigroup iS" is said to satisfy an identity if for every substitution 
of elements from S for the letters forming the words of the identity, the resulting words 
are equal in S. 
Equivalently, one can also define: 
Definition 1.4.4. Let X be a countably infinite set and let Fx be the free semigroup 
on X. Let S be any semigroup. If M, V G Fx, then we shall say that the identi-
cal relation (or identity) u = v is satisfied in S ii u(j) = vcf) for every homomorphism 
(j):Fx —yS . 
Definition 1.4.5. The class of semigroups, in which a finite or an infinite collection 
Ui = Vi, U2 = V2,... oi identical relations is satisfied, is called the variety of semi-
groups determined by these identical relations, and the list of identical relations is called 
a presentation of the variety, denoted by [ui=vi, ^2 = ^2,...]. 
We shall take Birkhoff's Theorem for (semigroup) varieties for granted. 
Result 1.4.6 ([17, Ch. 1 section 26, Theorem 3]). A non-empty class V of semigroups 
is a variety if and only if 
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(a) every subsemigroup of a semigroup in V is in V; 
(b) every homomorphic image of a semigroup in V is in V; 
(c) the direct product of a family of semigroups in V is in V. 
Definition 1.4.7. Let u be any word. The content of u is the (necessarily finite) 
set of all the variables appearing in u, and will be denoted by C{u). Further, for any 
variable x in u, \x\u will denote the number of pccurences of the variable x in the word u. 
Definition 1.4.8. An identity 
u{Xi, X2,...,Xn)=v{xi, X2,...,Xn), 
in the variables a;i,X2,. • .,Xn is called homotypical if C{u) = C{v) and heterotypical 
otherwise. 
Def in i t ion 1.4.9. By a permutation identity in the variables 2i,a;2, • • • ,Xn {n > 2), 
we mean an identity 
XiX^' ' ' Xji — Xjj Xi2 ' ' ' Xi^, yl) 
where i is any permutation of the set {1, 2 , . . . , n} and ik, for any 1 < fc < n, denotes 
the image of A; under the permutation i. Further, the identity (1) is said to be non-
trivial if the permutation i is different from the identity permutation. 
The following are some of the well known permutation identities; 
Xi2;2 — X2X1 [commutativity]; 
X1X2X2, — X\XiX2 [left normality]; 
X\X2Xz — 2:2X1X3 [right normality]; 
X1X2XZX4, — 0:1X3X2X4 [normaUty]. 
Definit ion 1.4.10. A semigroup S is said to be a permutative semigroup if it satisfies 
a non-trivial permutation identity. 
§ 1.5. EPIMORPHISMS AND DOMINIONS 
Defini t ion 1.5.1. A morphism a : A —> B in the category C of semigroups is said 
to be an epimorphism {epi for short) if for all morphisms P, j : B —y C, a{3 = 0:7 
implies /? = 7. 
Remark 1.5.2. One can easily see that any onto morphism is an epimorphism. 
Whether or not the converse is true, depends on the category under consideration. 
It is true in the categories of Sets, Abelian Groups and Groups for instance. 
In general, epimorphisms are not onto in the categories of semigroups and rings. 
Here epimorphisms can be characterized in term of so called "zigzags", a special se-
quence of factorizations of elements in the epimorphic image. 
In the next section, we include a full proof of the Zigzag Theorem for semigroups, 
a result due to Isbell [43]. 
The following example of a semigroup epimorphism which is not onto appears in 
Drbohlav [II]. 
Example 1.5.3. Take the embedding i of the real interval (0, 1] into (0, 00], where 
both are considered as multiphcative semigroups. To see that i : (0, I] —> (0, 00] is 
epi, take any pair of homomorphisms a, P from (0, 00] such that ia = iP; that is, a 
and P agree on (0, 1]. We shall show that for any a; > 1, xa = xp. Let x > 1. Then 
[{x)ail/x)a]{x)P = {l)a{x)P = (I)/?(x)/? - {x)p. 
Equally though, since l/x < I, 
[{x)a{l/x)a]{x)p = {x)a[{l/x)a{x)P] = {x)a[{l/x)Pix)P] 
= {x)a{l)P = {x)a{l)a — {x)a: 
Therefore, a = /? and so i is epi. 
Moreover, the embedding of an infinite monogenic semigroup into an infinite cycUc 
group, and the embedding (imder multiplication) of the natural numbers into the pos-
itive rational numbers are other examples of this kind. However, Hall [22] has unified 
all these examples by showing that if [/ is a fuU subsemigroup (a subsemigroup that 
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contains all the idempotent elements of the containing semigroup) of an inverse semi-
group S, which generates 5 as an inverse semigroup, then the embedding of t/ in 5 is 
an epimorphism. 
Definition 1.5.4. Let U he a subsemigroup of a semigroup S. Following Isbell [43], 
we say that U dominates an element c? of 5 if for every semigroup T and for all homo-
morphisms /3, 7 : 5 —> T, uP = wy for each u EU implies dP = dj. The set of all 
elements of S dominated by U is called the dominion oi U in S and we denote it by 
Dom{U,S). 
Remark 1.5.5. It can be easily seen that Dom{U, S) is a subsemigroup of S contain-
ing U. 
Definition 1.5.6. Following Howie and Isbell [41], a semigroup U is said to be dosed 
in S if Dom{U, S) = U and absolutely closed if it is closed in every containing semi-
group S. At the other extreme, U is said to be dense or epimorphically embedded in S 
if Dom{U, S) = S. 
Definition 1.5.7. Following Howie and Isbell [41], a semigroup U is said to be sat-
urated if it cannot be properly epimorphically embedded in any properly containing 
semigroup S, that is, Dom{U, S) ^ S for every properly containing semigroup S. 
Clearly, the condition of being saturated is weaker than that of being absolutely closed. 
Definition 1.5.8. A class C of semigroups is said to be epimorphically closed if S G C 
and a : S —> T is epi implies T £ C. Further, a class C of semigroups is called 
saturated if all of its members are saturated. 
Remcirk 1.5.9. One can easily show that a morphism a : S —> T is epi if and only 
if the inclusion i : Sa —> T is epi and the inclusion i : U —> S is epi if and only if 
Dom{U,S) = S. 
Definition 1.5.10. A semigroup identity u = v\s said to be epimorphically preserved 
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or preserved under epis if whenever S satisfies u = v and a : S —>• T is epi, then T 
also satisfies u — v. Or equivalently, if whenever U satisfies u = v and Dom{U, S) = 5' 
imphes that S also satisfies u = v. 
Remark 1.5.11. It is clear that every absolutely closed class of semigroups is satu-
rated and every saturated class is epimorphically closed, but the converse is not true 
in general. For example, the variety of all commutative semigroups is epimorphically 
closed [43 corollary 2.5], but not saturated as the inclusion map of an infinite mono-
genic semigroup into an infinite cyclic group is epi. 
§ 1.6. SOME IMPORTANT RESULTS 
In this section, we give some important results which will be used throughout the 
thesis. The following celebrated result due to Isbell, known as Isbell's Zigzag Theorem, 
is of basic importance to our investigations and is the main tool used for studying 
semigroup dominions. This theorem is so important for our purposes that we include 
a full proof of it, although this proof may be found in the introductry text of Howie [38]. 
Result 1.6.1 ([43, Theorem 2.3] or [38, Theorem VII. 2.13]). Let [/ be a subsemigroup 
of a semigroup S and let d e S. Then d G Dom{U, S) if and only if d € C/ or there 
exists a series of factorization of d as follows: 
d =aoti = Uiaiti = 1^02*2 = 1/203*2 = • • • = yma2m-itm = yma'2m, (2) 
where m > 1, a^  G Z/ (z = 0,1, . . . ,2m), yi,tie S {i = 1,2,...,m), and 
<^ 0 = yi^^l , 0,2m-ltm = 0,2m, 
a2i-iti = a2iti+i, yia2i = yi+iO'2i+i (1 < i < m - 1). 
Such a series of factorization is called a zigzag in S over U with value d, length m 
and spine ao,ai,...,a2m-
Proof. The proof in the reverse direction is just a straight forward zigzag manipula-
tion. Suppose Z is a zigzag with value d'mS over U and that a, P : S —> T are two 
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semigroup morphisms such that a\U = P\U. Then 
da = (aQti)a = aoatia = aof3tia = (yiai)Ptia = yi(3ai^tia = yil3a\at\a = 
yi(5{aiti)a = yiP(a2t2)a = ••• = ymP{a2m-itm)oi = ympci2mOi = ymPcL2mP = iyma2m)P 
=dp, as required. • 
The proof of the converse part is more formidable and is momentarily delayed. To 
give the reader a little more feeling for zigzag manipulation, we include the following 
surprising result. 
Result 1.6.2 ([41]). Let Zhea zigzag in S over U with, value d and spine ao, fli,..., (32m-
If Z' be another zigzag in S over U with the same spine, then the value of Z' is also d. 
Two such zigzags are, therefore, called equivalent. 
Proof. Suppose Z is given by ao^i = ViO'ih = • • • = ym(i2m-, while Z' is given by 
aQt[ = y[ait[ = • • • = y'^a2m, with the appropriate equalities as given by Result 1.6.1 
holding for both. Now, we have 
d = aovi = y[aiti = y[a2t2 ^••• = y'^a2m = the value of Z\' 
as required. D 
We now prepare for a proof of the Zigzag Theorem. If M is a set and .S is a 
semigroup with identity 1, we say that M is a right S-system if there is a mapping 
(x,s) -)• xs from M x S into S such that {xs)t = x{st) [x e M; s,t £ S) and 
xl = X {x e M). A left S-system is defined dually. If S and T are semigroups with 
identity, we say that M is an {S,T)-bisystem if it is a left 5-system, a right T-system 
and for all s G 5, teT and x e M, {sx)t = s{xt). 
Let M be a right 5-system and A'^  be a left S'-system. Let r be the equivalence 
relation on M x TV generated by {{{xs, y), {x, sy)) : x e M, s & S, y e N}. We denote 
(M X N)/T by M ®s N, the tensor product over S of two S'-systems. The equivalence 
class {x, y)T will be denoted by x<8)y. Note that xs0y = x<S)sy {x e M, s e S, y e N). 
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Observe that if M is a (T, 5')-bisystein and N is an {S, f/)-bisystem, then M^^sN 
becomes a (T, t/)-bisystem if we define t{x 0 y) = te ® y, (x (g) y)u = x ® yu, for 
teT, u&U, x^y eM0s N. 
If P and Q are right S'-systems, we say that a map a : P —> Q is a right S-system 
morphism if for every x G P and s G 5, {xs)a = {xa)s. Similar definitions apply to 
left S-system and {S,T)-hisystem morphisms. 
Next, suppose that t/ is a subsemigroup of a semigroup S and let 5^ ^^  be the 
semigroup obtained from S by adjoining an identity element 1 whether it has 1 or not, 
and let U^^^ = t/ U {!}; then U^^^ is a subsemigroup of S^^\ We may, then, clearly 
formA = 5W(g)t;(i)5W. 
Result 1.6.3 ([38, Chapter VII Theorem 2.5]). If t/^  is a subsemigroup of a semigroup 
5 and if d € 5, then d G Dom{U, S) if and only ifd(8)l = l(8)dinA = 5^ )^ ®u(i) S^^\ 
Proof. Suppose that d ^ S and d®l = 1 ® d in A. The tensor product A is 
(5^^ ^ ® S''^^)/T, where r is the equivalence relation on S^^^ x S^^^ generated by 
T = {{{xu,y), ix,uy)) :x,ye S^'\ u e U^'^}. 
Let i? be a semigroup and let p,^ : S —Y R be morphisms coinciding on U. We 
can regard /3 and 7 as morphisms from 5^ ^^  into i?^ ^^  coinciding on U^^'^ by defining 
1/3 = I7 = 1. Define V : S^^^ x S^'^^ - ^ iJ^ )^ by: 
(x,y)^ = (x/?)(y7), ((a:,y) G ^^ ^^  x 5 ^ ) . 
It can be easily checked that T C '0oi/;~^, since ij^oip''^ is an equivalence relation. 
Hence the map x '• ^ —^ ^^^ denoted by {x 0 y)x = {x(3){y^), {x^y £ A) \s in-
deed well defined. But now ( d 0 l ) x = ( l0d)x; that is, d(3 = d'y and so d G Dom{U, S). 
To prove the converse, we regard the tensor product A as an {S^^\ 5'^ ^))-bisystem. 
by defining 
s{x®y) = sx<S>y, {x®y)s = x®ys (s, re, y € S^^^). 
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Let {Z{A), +) be the free abelian group on A. The abehan group Z{A) inherits 
an {S^^\ S'^ ^ )^-bisystem structure from A if we define 
s{T,Ziai) = T,Zi{sai), {'Eziai)s = T,Zi{ais), 
for all s e 5^ )^ and T,Ziai e Z{A). Observe that, for x, y e Z{A) and s G S'^'^\ we have 
s{x + y) = sx + sy, {x + y)s = xs + ys. (3) 
Next, we define a binary operation on S^^^ x Z(A) by 
{P,x){q,y) = {pq,py + xq). (4) 
Using the statements lablled (3) and (4), one verifies that this operation makes 
S^^^ X Z{A) a semigroup with identity (1,0). 
We now consider two homomorphisms /? and 7 from 5^ ^^  into S^^^ x Z{A) and 
show that p\U = j\U. We define /3 by s^ = (s,0) (s G S^^^), then clearly /3 is a 
morphism. We define 7 by 57 = (s, s(l 01) — (1 ® l)s) (s e 5^ ^^ ). To show that 7 is a 
morphism, we denote 10 1 by a, and using the statements (3) and (4), we verify that 
(s, sa — as){t, ta — at) — {st, s{ta — at) + {sa — as)t) = {st, {st)a — a{st)). If u G U^^\ 
then 
«(1 (g) 1) = w ® 1 = lu ® 1 = 1 ® wl = (1 ® l)u, 
and so uP = wy. Removing identities gives two morphisms P and 7 from 5 into 
5 x Z{A) such that uP = wy for all ueU. If d G Dom{U, S), we must therefore have 
that dp = d'j; that is, d (g) 1 = 1 <S> d, as required. D 
We may now complete the proof of the Zigzag Theorem. Take d G Dom{U,S). 
By Result 1.6.3, we have that rf (gi 1 = 1 (gi d in the tensor product A — S^^^ <g){/(i) -S'(^ ). 
Hence, the pair (1, d) and {d, 1) are coimected by a finite sequence of steps of the form 
{xu,y)-^ {x,uy), (5) 
or of the form 
{x,uy) ^ {xu,y). (6) 
If we have two successive steps 
{xu,y) -)• {x,uy) = {zv,uy) -> {z,vuy), 
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of the first type, we may achieve the same effect with a single step of this type: 
{xu,y) = {zvu,y) -4 {z,vuy). 
A similar remark applies to the other case. Consequently, we may assume that 
steps of the two types occur alternately in the sequence connecting {l,d) to (d, 1). , 
The first and last steps must have the form 
{l,d) = {l,uy) —)• (u,y) and {x,u) -> (xu, 1) — (d, 1) respectively. 
Hence the statement that l<S>d = d®l is equivalent to the statement that {l,d) 
is connected to {d, 1) by a sequence of the steps as follows: 
(l,d) = ( l , a o t i ) ^ (ao,ii) 
= {yiai,h)-^iyi,aiti) 
= (2/1,02^2)-^ (yi02, 2^) 
= iyia2i-i,ti) ^ {yi,a2i-iti) 
= {yua2iti^-i) ^  {yiO'2hU+i) 
= (ym, a2m) - ^ {yma'2m, 1) = {d, 1) 
where ao,...,a2m 6 U^^\ yi,---,ym, *i,-• •,im € S^'^\ and where d = aoti, ao = yiai, 
a2m-itm = a2m, yma2m = dand a2i-iti = a2iti+i, yia2i = yi+ia2i+i (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m-1) . 
Without loss we may assume that each a^  G U, since a transition of type (5) or of 
type (6) with a = 1 may be deleted. If any yi = l, let yk be the last yi that is equal to 
1, then we have a subsequence of the sequence above as follows: 
(1, d) -> > (1, a2fctfe+i) (but ending in (1,02^) when k = m). 
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Note that, if {p, q) and (r, s) are connected by steps of the form (5) and (6) thenpg = rs. 
In the present instance this gives d = a2kt2k+i (or d = aini)] hence this sequence merely 
connects (l,d) to (rf, 1) and so may be deleted. What remains is a sequence in which 
no yj is 1. 
A dual argument now ensures that we may construct the sequence from (l,rf) to 
{d, 1) so that no ii'isl. This completes the proof of the Zigzag Theorem. • 
In whatever follows, we shall refer to equations (2) as the zigzag equations. 
Remark 1.6.4. The above Zigzag Theorem is also vahd in the category of all com-
mutative semigroups (Howie and Isbell [41]). 
Result 1.6.5 ([48, Theorem 3.1]). All permutation identities are preserved under epis. 
Result 1.6.6 ([47, Prop. 3.1]). Let S be any permutative semigroup satisfying the 
identity (1) with n > 3. Then 
(i) For each j G {2, 3 , . . . ,n} such that Xj^iXj is not a subword of Xi^Xi^ •••^in^ S 
also satisfies the permutation identity 
Xia;2 • • • Xj-ixyxj • • •Xn = a i^X2• *• Xj-iyxXj • • • x^-
(ii) If xx ^ Xi^, then S also satisfies the permutation identity 
XyXiXi •••Xn = yXXiX2 •••Xn. 
In the following result and elsewhere in the text, S^^\ for any semigroup S and for 
positve integer ^, denotes the product of ^-copies of S. 
Result 1.6.7 ([47, Prop. 6.3]). Let S be any permutative semigroup satisfying (1) 
with n > 3. Then for each j G {2, 3 , . . . , n} such that Xj-iXj is not a subword of 
Xi^Xi^ • • • Xi^, for all m > i - 1, p > n - j + 1, and for all u G S^'^\ v G S^\ we have 
UX1X2V = UX2X1V for all xi, X2 G S. In particular S^''^ is medial (a semigroup is medial 
if it satisfies the normality identity) for all fc > max (j - 1, n- j + 1). 
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Result 1.6.8 ([43, Coro. 2.5]). If f/ is a commutative subsemigroup of any semigroup 
S, then Dom{U, S) is also commutative. 
Result 1.6.9 ([47, Result 3]). Let U and S be any semigroups with U a subsemigruop 
of S. Take any d G S\U such that d G Dom{U,S). Let (2) be a zigzag of minimum 
length m over U with value d. Then yj, tj E S\U ior j — I, 2 , . . . ,m . 
In the following results, let U and S be any semigroups with U dense in S. 
Result 1.6.10 ([47, Result 4]). For any d € S\U ii{2)he a zigzag of minimum length 
m over U with value d and k any positive integer, then there exist 6i, 62,. . . , fefc ^  ^ 
and dk E S\U such that d = 6162 • • • bkdk- In particular d G 5^ '^ ^ for each positive 
integer k. 
Result 1.6.11 ([47, Coro. 4.2]). Let U be permutative, then 
for alla;i,a;2, •. .,Xk & S, s,i G S\U and for any permutation j of the set (1 ,2 , . . . ,k}. 
Result 1.6.12 ([47, Coro. 4.4]). Let U satisfies (1) with i„ ^ n [ii 7^  1]. Then for 
each positive integer k, 
for all s, t G S\U, Xi, X2,...,Xk£S and for any permutation j of the set {1 ,2 , . . . , k}. 
Result 1.6.13 ([cf. 48, Prop 4.6]). Assume that U is permutative. lide S\U and 
(2) is a zigzag of length m over U with value d such that yi E S\U, then d'' = aj^t'l 
for each positive integer k; in particular, the conclusion holds if (2) is of minimum 
length. Symmetrically, iideS\U and (2) is a zigzag of length m over U with value 
d such that tmeS\U, then d*= = y^a^m ^^r each positive integer k; in particular, the 
conclusion holds if (2) is of minimum length. 
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CHAPTER 2 
ON SATURATED SEMIGROUPS 
§ 2.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, we prove some results on saturated semigroups. In Section 2.2, 
we show that any right semicommutative semigroup satisfying the minimum condition 
on principal right ideals is saturated. This generalizes the long known result of Howie 
and Isbell [41], which shows that commutative semigroups satisfying the minimum con-
dition on principal ideals are saturated, a result, that was later generalized by N. M. 
Khan [50] for semicommutative semigroups. In Section 2.3, we show that under certain 
conditions right [left] regular semigroups are saturated which, in particular, shows that 
finite right [left] regular semigroups are saturated. 
§ 2.2. PERMUTATIVE SATURATED SEMIGROUPS 
Permutative semigroups are not saturated, in general, because commutative semi-
groups are not saturated (the infinite monogenic semigroup < a > generated by a. 
is epimorphically embedded in the infinite cyclic group generated by a [38, Chapter 
VII (Exercise.2(i)] and, thus, not saturated). In [41], Howie and Isbell have shown 
that commutative semigroups satisfying the minimum condition on principal ideals are 
saturated. In [50], Khan has extended this result to semicommutative semigroups, 
by proving that any semicommutative semigroup satisfying the minimum condition 
on principal right ideals is saturated. In this section, we extend this result to right 
semicommutative semigroups, and show that any right semicommutative semigroup 
satisfying the minimum condition on principal right ideals is also saturated. 
Definition 2.2.1. A permutation identity of the form (1) is called semicommutative ii 
ii^l and i„ ^ n. It is called left semicommutative if the former condition is satisfied, 
and right semicommutative if the later condition is satisfied. 
Definition 2.2.2. A semigroup S is said to be right semicommutative if it satisfies 
a right semicommutative identity. Left semicommutative semigroups can be defined 
dually. Further, a semigroup 5 is said to be semicommutative if it is both left and 
right semicommutative. 
The following results will be needed for the proof of the main theorem of this section. 
Result 2.2.3. ([47, Proposition 4.1]). Let U he a. permutative semigroup and let S be 
any semigroup containing U properly such that Dom{U, S) — S. Then for any x,y e S 
and s, t e S\U, 
sxyt = syxt. 
Result 2.2.4 (Corollary to the proof of the Result 2.2.3). If S be any permutative 
semigroup satisfying (1), then for any x,y,s,t e S such that s,t e S^ "^  , 
sxyt = syxt. 
Result 2.2.5 ([47, Corollary 4.3]). If S be any permutative semigroup containing U 
properly such that Dom{U, S) = S and ii^l [in ^ n], then xyt = yxt [sxy = syx] for 
all x,yeS and te S\U [s G S\U]. 
Result 2.2.6 (Corollary to Result 2.2.5). If 5 be any permutative semigroup satisfying 
(1) and containing U properly such that ii 7^  1 [in 7^  n], then xyt = yxt [sxy = syx] 
for aU x,y € 5 and t G 5^ ") [5 G S^% 
Result 2.2.7 (Corollary to Result 2.2.5). If S be any permutative semigroup contain-
ing an idempotent e such that ii 7^  1 [in 7^  n], then xe = exe [ex = exe] for all x G S. 
Definition 2.2.8. Let c and d be distinct elements of a semigroup S. Following Sutov 
[74], c is called a potential left divisor of d if for every a,b €. S^ such that ac = be 
implies that ad = bd. 
Following Howie and Isbell [41], define Si to be 5, ^2 as the set of all elements 
having potential left divisors in Si.S = S.S = 5^ ^^  and Sa+i as the set of all ele-
ments having potential left divisors in Sa-S = S^°''^^\ For any limit ordinal A, define 
Sx = (]{Sa : a < A}. Then 5i 2 ^2 2 • • • and so the descent must stabihze at some 
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ordinal r. Define K = K{S) = [\{Sa : a < r } . Now if any d e S has a potential 
left divisor in S^°'~^^\ then dx, for any x E. S, also has (atleast the one that d has) a 
potential left divisor in S^°''^^\ and thereby, 5^+1 is a right ideal of S. Since intersection 
of right ideals of a semigroup, if non-empty, is again a right ideal, K isa, right ideal of S. 
Theorem 2.2.9. Let S be any right semicommutative semigroup. If K satisfies the 
minimum condition on principal right ideals, then S is saturated. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that S is not saturated. Then there exists a semigroup 
T containing S properly such that Dom[S,T) = T. By Result 1.6.5, T is also right 
semicommutative. Now, we prove the theorem in the form of the following lemmas (on 
the fines similar to the proof in Howie and Isbell [41]). 
Lemma 2.2.10. For any a& K, dJ'c is an idempotent for some positive integer r and 
for some c. Also a^Hd^c, where Ti is the Green's relation. 
Proof. Consider the descending sequence aK^ D a^K^ 3 . . . 3 . . . of principal right 
ideals o/C\ a^K^ etc. generated by a, a ,^ By hypothesis, the above descending 
sequence must stabilize. Therefore 
for some c. Then 
a"- = a^'c = a'-a'c = a'c^'cc = a^'c^ = • • • = a^^+^>c^, (8) 
for all positive integers k. 
Now 
oTc = a('=+ )^^ c^ +^ (by equation (8)) (9) 
= {a'')''a'^'c(^+^ (by equation (7)) 
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= {a'-fa^c'^+^a'-c (by Result 2.2.6 as {a'-f e Kiov all k e N) 
= dJ'ca^c (by equaton (9)) 
= {a'cf. 
Therefore, Q!'C is an idempotent. Now we show that dI"K(fc. As 
dJ-c = a(fc+i)'-cfc+i (by equation (9)) 
= (a'')*=a'"c'=+^  
= {a^f&''^a^ (by Result 2.2.6 as {(ff e K for all k e N) 
and o''(a'"c) = a^^c = a^, we have a^Ca^c. Also as a''c = {0^)0, and 
a'" = a^ '^ +^ ^^ 'c^  (by equations (8)) 
= {dJ'y'aJ"coJ'cc^~^ (as a^c is an idempotent) 
= {a^y^oI'cc^~^aI'c (by Result 2.2.6 as dl'c is an idempotent) 
= [dJ'YaJ'cc'^'^ca'^ (by Result 2.2.6 as a^c is an idempotent) 
= a(fc+i)r^ fc+i^ r 
= a^c.al' (by equation (8)), 
which implies that a^TloJ'c. Hence dJ'V.dJ'c. • 
In the following lemma, by a multiple of d we mean an element of S of the formi 
dx, for some x in 5. 
Lemma 2.2.11. Let d € T\S. Then every multiple s of d that lies in S also Ues in K. 
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Proof. Suppose by the way of contradiction that some s = du E Sp, but ^ S^^i. We 
can make /3 as small as possible by choosing such an s. As Dom(S, T) = T, there is a 
zigzag of minimum length over S with value d, say 
d = Coil = yifliii, for some yi,ii G TX^. 
Then y\ai = CQ is a multiple of yi. Hence yiOi = ao G 5/?. Now s = du = aotiu. 
Therefore, either tiu = G'Q or iiu = ao2/o'- In each case 00^0 is a potential left divisor 
of s, and thus, aoa^ € S'/j.S'. Therefore, s G Sp^i, a contradiction. • 
Lemma 2.2.12. For each 6 G TyS", there exists an idempotent f E K such that 6 = bf. 
Proof. As Dom(S,T) = T, by Result 1.6.1, b = ag i^ = yiditi, for some ao,ai G 5". 
By Lemma 2.2.11, ao = yiCi G K. Let B be the set of all elements in K dividing b 
and let B be the set of all principal right ideals of K generated by the elements of B 
Let fc G -B be such that the principal right ideal of K generated by A; is minimal in B. 
Then b = kz for some z G T\S. This implies that every element in T\S is a multiple 
of some element in K. Therefore, z = k'u for some u, where k' G K. As the principal 
right ideal of K generated by kk' is contained in the principal right ideal generated by 
k,k = kk'l = k{k'lf = k{k'lY, for all g = 1, 2, 3 , . . . . 
Now as K satisfies the minimum condition on principal right ideals, therefore, 
{k'ly = [k'lY'^k" for some k" and some positive integer r. Thus, as in the proof of 
Lemma 2.2.11, {k'ly is a multiple of an idempotent / = {k'lyk". 
Hence 
k = k{k'iy 
= kik'lf^k" 
= k{k'lY{k'lYk" 
= k{k'lYf. 
Now, 
b= kz 
= k{k'lYfz 
= k{k'lYfzf (by Result 2.2.7) 
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= bf, 
as required. D 
For any idempotent e,feKvfe say that e < / if and only H ef — fe = f. 
Lemma 2.2.13. For each b G T\S, there exists a smallest idempotent e G K such 
that b = be. 
Proof. If bei = b and be2 = b, then beica = be2 = b. Also (6162)^  = 6162. Thus, the 
set F of all idempotent divisors of 6 in JC is a subsemigroup of the semigroup of all 
idempotents m K. As K satisfies the minimum condition on principal right ideals, F 
cannot have an infinite descending chain and so there must be a least element e in F. 
n 
Now for any fixed b, as be £ Te, we have e6e € eTe = eT and ebe ^ eKe. Thus 
eKe C eTe. Also as eKe C eSe and since eS C K and eS'e C eK = eKe, we have 
eSe = eKe. Also note that eKe = eK and e-Se = eS. 
Lemma 2.2.14. Dom{eK,eT) = eT. 
Proof. Take any ed G eT, where d G r \S ' . As d G Dom{S,T), let (2) be a zigzag for 
deT over 5. Then 
ed = eaoti 
= ieao){eti) (by Result 2.2.7) 
= {eyi){eai){eti) (by zigzag equations and Result 2.2.7) 
= (eyi)(ea2)(et2) (by zigzag equations and Result 2.2.7) 
= (eym)(eo2m), 
which is clearly a zigzag over eS (= eK) with value ed. Therefore, Dom(eK, eT) = eT. 
D 
Lemma 2.2.15. There exists an element z G eT\€K whose only divisors in eK aire 
the elements of He-
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Proof. Take any b e eT\eK. As Dom{eK,eT) = eT, by Result 1.6.1 we have 
b = aoti = yiaiti, for some ao,ai G eK and ti,yi e eT\eK. As in Lemma 2.2.12, let 
B be the set of all elements in eK dividing b and let B be the set of all principal right 
ideals of eK generated by the elements of B. Let k E B he such that the principal 
right ideal of eK generated by k is minimal in B. Then b — kz, where z G eT\eK. 
Now, as in the proof of Lemma 2.2.12, there exists k*{— (A;')"~^rfc") e K such that 
k'k* = {k'l)'^k" = / (as fc' € eK) which is an idempotent in K. This / is an idempotent 
factor of b and so e < / . Hence k'{k*e) = / e = e implying, thereby, that k' G H^. 
Thus, z is the required element. • 
Now we complete the proof of the theorem. By Lemma 2.2.15, any zigzag in eT 
over eK with value z must, in fact, be a zigzag over i/g. But H^, being a group, is 
absolutely closed and so we get a contradiction. • 
A simplified version of the above proof proves the following: 
Theorem 2.2,16. Any right semicommutative semigroup satisfying the minimum 
condition on principal right ideals is saturated. 
§ 2.3. RIGHT [LEFT] REGULAR SATURATED SEMIGROUPS 
Most notable results in this area have been to the effect that certain classes of 
semigroups consist entirely of absolutely closed semigroups or entirely of saturated 
semigroups. For example, it was shown by Howie and Isbell [41] that right simple 
semigroups, finite monogenic semigroups and inverse semigroups are absolutely closed. 
ScheibUch and Moore [72] showed that the total transformation semigroup 7A:, on any 
set X, is absolutely closed; this result is also proved by Hall [22], whose proof also 
works for the semigroup of partial transformations on a set. 
Howie and Isbell [41] proved that any commutative semigroup that satisfies Mj, 
the minimum condition on J classes, is saturated. In the previous section, we have 
extended this result to right semicommutative semigroups, and proved that any'right 
semicommutative semigroup that satisfies M R , the minimum condition on 1Z classes, is 
saturated. Higgins [ 25, 30] proved that generalised inverse semigroups (regular semi-
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groups whose idempotents form a normal band) and finite permutative semigroups are 
also saturated. 
A wider class of saturated semigroups was identified by Hall and Jones [24] in the 
class of all semisimple semigroups with only finitely many J'-classes. In particular, the 
above class includes all finite regular semigroups and completely simple semigroups. 
In [33], Higgins has shown that the condition on J'-classes can be relaxed to that of 
having no infinite chain of J-classes. However, there are semigroups of each of the 
following types which are not saturated; commutative cancellative semigroups (the in-
jection of the natural numbers into the integers provides an example), subsemigroups 
of finite inverse semigroups [43], commutative periodic semigroups [26] and bands, as 
Trotter [77] has constructed a band with a properly epimorphically embedded subband. 
In the present section, we show that Higgins's result [33, Theorem 2], under cer-
tain conditions, is also true for the class of all right [left] regular semigroups, a class of 
semigroups contained in the class of all semisimple semigroups. 
Definition 2.3.1. A semigroup S is said to be right [left] regular if for any element a 
of S, there exists a: in 5" such that a = a^x [a — xa^]. 
Definition 2.3.2. A semigroup S is called intra-regular if for any element o of S, there 
exist X and y in S such that a — xa?y. 
These three conditions on iS are also expressible as: 
Definition 2.3.3. A semigroup S is called right [left, intra-] regular if a e a^S 
[aeSa'^,ae Sa^S] for all o € 5. 
In terms of Green's relations, we have the following 
Definition 2.3.4. S is right [left, intra-] regular ii and only if alZa? [aCa'^, aja^]. 
Clearly, if S is right [left] regular, then it is intra-regular. 
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Definition 2.3.5. A semigroup S is said to satisfy ttie condition MR* [ML*] if and 
only if for eacli J'-class of 5, tlie set of TZ [£]-classes contained in the J'-class has a 
minimal element. 
These conditions are weaker than the conditions MR [MI] on a semigroup S. 
Result 2.3.6 ([36, Lemma 1.2.16]). A semigroup S satisfies MR* [ML*] if and only if 
each TZ [£]-class in each v7-class is minimal in the set of 7Z [£]-classes of that J'-class. 
Before we prove the main theorem of this section, we make a couple of technical 
observations concerning zigzags. If Z is a zigzag in S over U with value d of minimum 
length m, then yi, U S S\U for all i = 1,2, ...,m; for if some yi, say, were in U, then 
we would have a zigzag in S over U with value d and length m- i, beginning with 
d = a2iti+i. Next suppose that U is properly epimorphically embedded in S, and that 
the two successive lines of a zigzag Z in 5 over U are yia2iti+i = yi+ia2i+iti+i (1 < 
i < m- I). Then, since U+i € S\U, we have by Result 1.6.1, U+i = ut'^^i for some 
u E U, t[_^i € S\U. We may then construct a modified zigzag Z', with value d, and 
with the two given lines replaced by 
yia2iUt'i^i = yi+ia2i+iMt-+i, 
because the necessary equahties are provided by 
a2i-iti - a2iUt'i^i, yi^iiU = yj+ia2t+iw, 
and 
A similar remark apphes to the two initial lines: aoti = yiOiti and the last two 
lines: ymO'2m-itm = VmOam, of the zigzag. We call the process of passing from Z to 
Z' "expansion of Z at fj+i via the factorization itj+i = ^^^4.1". Of course, we can also 
perform the dual operation of expansion at some yi. The relevant section of the zigzagSi 
Z and Z' are given below: 
yia2i-iti yidii-iU 
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yi+ia2i+lU+l yi+lO,2i-\-lUt\_^,l 
yi+lO'2i+2ti+2 yi+l0.2i+2ti+2 
Theorem 2.3.7. Let U be any right regular semigroup such that U has no infinite 
chain of J'-classes. If U satisfies M^, then U is saturated. 
Proof. Throughout the proof, Green's relations are understood to be the relations on 
U. Suppose to the contrary that U is not saturated. Then there exists a semigroup S 
containing U properly such that Dom{U, S) = S. Take any d G S\U. By Result 1.6.1, 
there exists a zigzag in S over U with value d and of minimum length, say, m. Let Fd 
be the collection of all J'-classes J such that some a G J is the first spine member of 
some zigzag of minimum length in S over U with value d. Denote by Fd, the collection 
of aU minimal members of Fd and put 
JR= U Fd. 
d&S\U 
Replacing the word "first" by "last" in the definition of Fd, we get the dual col-
lection of J'-classes and we denote it by Gd- Similarly, let Gd denote the collection of 
all minimal members of Gd and put 
JL= [j Gd. 
des\u 
Let J be a fixed maximal member of JRU JL- Without loss of generality we can 
assume that J G JR. SO, there exists d € S\U such that d = aoti, say, is the first 
line of a zigzag Z of minimum length m in 5 over U with value d and CQ G J. By 
the minimaUty condition on J, it follows that the 17-01888 of the first spine member of 
Z, i.e., of Co, is invariant under any expansion. We may also assume that the J'-clafis 
corresponding to each particular spine member is invariant under any expansion at yi 
01 ti {1 < i < m), because we can expand Z at each jji and U until the J'-class of 
each spine member is fixed imder any expansion, which must occur as U satisfies the 
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descending chain condition on J'-classes. We shall assume that this process has been 
carried out. Now ao — yiai implies that 
= yiai^x for some x EU (as U is right regular) 
= Viaiaix 
= a^aix, 
so that J = Jao = Jaoaix < Ja-,- Now cxpaud Z at yi by j/i = y[u, say, with J„ € JL-
Then 
where the equahty is guaranteed by the invariance of jT-classes of first spine members 
under expansion. Since J is a maximal member of JR U JL, therefore, J < J„ is 
impossible. Thus J = Jy, = Juai-, and we have equality throughout in (10). Now as U 
satisfies M^, it follows, by Result 2.3.6, that each 7?.-class is minimal within its own 
i7-class. Now Ruai < Ru and ua\Ju, so that ua{RM and there exists t &U^ such that 
u = uait. Then 
yi = y[u = y[uait = yiCit = aot G U, 
a contradiction, as yi E S\U. Thus the proof of the theorem is completed. • 
Dually we have the following 
Theorem 2.3.8. Let U be any left regular semigroup such that U has no infinite chain 
of J'-classes. If U satisfies M£, then U is saturated. 
Corollary 2.3.9. Any finite right [left] regular semigroup is saturated. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ON SUPERSATURATED SEMIGROUPS 
§ 3.1. INTRODUCTION 
The class of supersaturated semigroups has not received much attention before asi 
there was no known example of a saturated semigroup with a morphic image that is 
not saturated. Indeed, many of the known classes of saturated semigroup are closed 
under the taking of morphic images. In [32], Higgins has constructed an example of 
a semigroup, which by itself, is saturated, but whose morphic image is not saturated 
(Higgins [26]). In this chapter, we discuss supersaturated semigroups and ideals. 
§ 3.2. SUPERSATURATED SEMIGROUP AND AMALGAMS 
In this section, after defining a supersaturated semigroup, we present an example 
due to Higgins [32], which shows that the morphic image of a saturated semigroup need 
not be saturated. Further, we give a brief exposition of semigroup amalgams and their 
relationship with dominions, which we use to prove the main result of the next section. 
Definition 3.2.1. A semigroup S is said to be supersaturated if every morphic image 
of S is saturated. 
We note that every epimorphism from a semigroup S is onto if and only if S is 
supersaturated. 
The following example from Higgins [32], shows that the morphic image of a sat-
urated semigroup need not be saturated in general. In fact, this is the first known 
example of a semigroup which is not supersaturated. 
Example 3.2.2. Let U be the relatively free semigroup in the variety [xy = yx, x^ = 0] 
on the denumerable generating set X = {ji, X2,...}. In [26], Higgins has shown that 
there exists a countable member of this variety (a morphic image of U) that is not 
saturated. We now prove that U is saturated. First observe that U can be regarded as 
consisting of non-empty finite subsets of X with multiphcation defined by 
{ aUb 'd anbj^cp 0 otherwise, 
where a, b are non-empty finite subsets of X, and 0 is an additional symbol represent-
ing the zero of U. 
Now suppose that U is properly epimorphically embedded in a semigroup S. Let 
d G S\U, and let Z he a zigzag in S over U with value d and minimum length m. 
Consider the first zigzag equality ao = yiai. Since Z has a minimum length, yiE S\U 
and so, by the Zigzag Theorem, we may successively factorize yi as 
yi = Vi ui = y[ ^UiU2 = ••• = yiUiU2•••Ui = • • • where Uj € U, y^ € S\U ioi 
j = l, 2 , . . . . 
Then uiU2. •. WjOi 7^  0, V z = 1,2,... as otherwise we would have d = yi Oti = 0 
and 0 G £/, a contradiction, as from [43], the zero of U is also the zero of Dom{U,S). 
We thus have oi C Wiai C . . . C W1M2 • • • Uiai C • • • for some i, and therefore, we 
have U1U2 • • • UiUi ^  ao. Choose tk G U1U2 • • • Uiai \ OQ. Then a^tk 7^  0. But on the 
other hand a^tk = yiditk =• y\ U1U2• • • Uiaiti — y^'O = 0, a contradiction. Therefore 
U is saturated. 
Definition 3.2.3. A semigroup amalgam is defined to be consisting of a semigroup U 
(called the core of the amalgam), a family {5i : i G / } of semigroups disjoint from each 
other and from U, and a family of monomorphisms (f)i : U —> Si {i E I). 
We denote it by U = [{Si: i G J}; U; {^i: i G /}] and shall simplify the notation 
toU = [Si', U; (^ i] or to [5,; U] when the context allows. 
Definition 3.2.4. A semigroup amalgam U is said to be embedded in a semigroup 
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T if there exists a monomorphism A : U —v T and for each z G / , a monomorphism 
Aj : Si —> T with the following properties: 
(a) (piXi = A for each z G / ; 
(b) SiXi n SjXj = UX for alH, j G / such that i y^ j . 
Thus, a semigroup amalgam can be thought of as an indexed family {Si : i E 1} 
of semigroups intersecting in a common subsemigroup U. 
In this section, we shall only consider amalgams of the semigroups 5 and T with 
a common core subsemigroup U denoted by [S, T; U]. The amalgam [S, T; U] is, then, 
a partial semigroup: some products are meaningful and {xy)z = x(yz) provided both 
sides are defined. A natural question is, whether or not the amalgam [S, T; U] can be 
embedded in another semigroup W (i.e., [S,T; U] CW and previously defined prod-
ucts in the amalgam are unaltered). 
In 1927, Schreier showed that any group amalgam is always embeddable in a 
group, but this simple answer does not suffice for semigroups. A natural candidate for 
a semigroup W into which the amalgam [S, T; U] might be embedded is the so-called 
amalgamated free product of S and T over U, which is constructed via the free product 
of S and T 
Definition 3.2.5. The free product of two semigroups S and T, denoted by 5 * T, 
is defined to be consisting of finite sequences or words whose letters alternately come 
from S and T. The product of two members Wi, W2 oi S *T is defined by concatc;-
nation if the last letter of twi and the first letter of W2 do not come from the same 
semigroup, otherwise WiW2 is defined by first forming the concatenated word, and then 
by performing the multiplication of the last letter of wi and first letter of W2 in the 
semigroup (5 or T) of which both of them are members. 
The above definition of firee product can be generalized to any arbitrary family 
{Si : i e 1} of semigroups. We denote the free product of the family {Si : i e 1} of 
semigroups by 11* 5i. 
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Definition 3.2.6. The amalgamated free product of the amalgam U is defined as the 
quotient semigroup of the ordinary free product n*^, in which for each i and j in / , 
the image M^, of an element it of f/ in Si is identified with its image U(/)jin Sj, and we 
write it as P = n^S'i. More precisely, if we denote by 9i, the natinral monomorphism 
from Si into n*^^, then we define P = U^Si to be {U*Si/p), where p is the congruence 
on U*Si generated by the subset 
R = {{u^iBi,u4>jOj) : u eU,i,j e I}, 
oiU*Si xWSi. 
Result 3.2.7 ([38, Chapter VII, Theorem 1.11]). The semigroup amalgam 
U^iiSi-.ieiy, U;{<f>i:iel}] 
is embeddable in a semigroup if and only if it is naturally embedded in its free product. 
We say that the amalgam [S, T; U] is weakly embeddable in a semigroup P if 
there are monomorphisms 0 : S —> P, (p : T —> P which agree on U; if further, 
ScpOTcp = U(f) (= U(p), then we say that [S, T; U] is strongly embeddable in P. If every 
amalgam of semigroups from a class C of semigroups is weakly [strongly] embeddable in 
some semigroup P ^C, then C is said to have the weak [strong] amalgamation property. 
A weak [strong] amalgamation base, for a class C of semigroups is a semigroup U & C 
such that every amalgam of the form [S, T; U] from C is weakly [strongly] embeddable 
in a semigroup P £C. By a special amalgam, we mean an amalgam [S, S'; U], where 
there is an isomorphism between S and S' over U (meaning that U is fixed pointwise 
by this mapping). We say that C has the special amalgamation property if every specigd 
amalgam [S, S'; U] in C is strongly embedded in a member of C, and U is said to 
be a special amalgamation base in C if every special amalgam in C with core as U is 
strongly embedded in C. For the class C of all semigroups, each weak amalgamation 
base is also a strong amalgamation base [20]. 
Our epimorphism related concepts can be reworded in the language of semigroup 
amalgams: U is absolutely closed means that C/ is a special amalgamation base, what is 
even more, theorems about amalgams can have corollaries for epis: every inverse semi-
group is an amalgamation base implies that inverse semigroups are absolutely closed, 
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every amalgam of inverse semigroups is strongly embeddable in an inverse semigroup 
implies that inverse semigroups are absolutely closed in the category of all inverse semi-
groups. 
The next result from Isbell [43], provides a very interesting characterization of 
dominions in terms of special semigroup amalgams. 
Result 3.2.8 ([38, Chapter VII, Theorem 2.2]). Let U he a subsemigroup of a semi-
group S. let S' be a semigroup disjoint from S and let a : 5" —> S' be an isomorphism. 
Let P = S *u S', the free product of the amalgam 
U = [{S,S'}; U;{i,a\U}], 
where i is the inclusion mapping of U into S, and let ^, fj,' be the natural monomor-
phisms from 5, S' into P respectively. Then 
§ 3.3. SUPERSATURATED SEMIGROUPS AND IDEALS 
In [31], Higgins showed that, a semigroup U is saturated [supersaturated] if the 
ideal If^ is saturated [supersaturated]. Whether or not the converse of the above result 
is true, is an open question. But Higgins [32], has shown that the converse holds in 
some cases and proved that if 5 is a supersaturated semigroup, then any commutative 
globally idempotent ideal of S is also supersatured. In this section, we extend this re-
sult from commutative globally idempotent ideals to permutative globally idempotent 
ideals. We take U as any permutative globally idempotent ideal, satisfying a permu-
tation identity 2:1X2 •••Xn = Xi^Xi^ "'^ini for which ii = 1 and in'^n and show that 
if 5 is supersaturated, then so is U. 
Definition 3.3.1. A semigroup S is said to be right reductive with respect to X if 
xa = xb for all x € X, imphes a = b {a,b e S), where X is a subset of S. Further, S 
is said to be globally idempotent if for all s e 5, there exist x,y ^ S such that s = xy 
(or equivalently S"^ = S). 
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The following result from Higgins [31], connects saturation [supersaturation] and ideals. 
Result 3.3.2 ([31, Theorem 8]). A semigroup U is saturated [supersaturated] if the 
ideal t/" is saturated [supersaturated] (for some natural number n). In particular, a 
finite semigroup is saturated [supersaturated] if the ideal generated by the idempotents 
is saturated [supersaturated]. 
This result, for saturated commutative semigroups, first appeared in [43]. How-
ever, Result 3.3.2 was not originally stated for supersaturated semigroups, but the 
proof goes through with essentially no alteration under this hypothesis. 
Whether or not the converse of the above result is true is an open question. Indeed 
it is not known whether or not an ideal of a saturated [absolutely closed] semigroup 
is saturated [absolutely closed]. Since ^x, the semigroup of all transformations on 
the set X, is absolutely closed, no such questions remain regarding subsemigroups of 
absolutely closed or saturated semigroups. 
Higgins [32], has shown that the converse of the above result holds in some cases 
and has proved that if 5 is supersaturated commutative semigroup, then the same is 
true for any globally idempotent ideal. In fact he has shown the following: 
Result 3.3.3 ([32, Theorem 14]). Let 5 be a supersaturated semigroup and suppose 
that [/ is a commutative ideal of S such that C/" is globally idempotent for some nat-
ural number n. Then U is supersaturated. 
We, now, extend this result by taking U as a, permutative globally idempotent 
ideal of a semigroup S, where the ideal U satisfies any permutation identity of the 
form 
for which ii= 1 and z„ ^ n, and thus, relaxing commutativity to permutativity on 
U. 
The next result from Khan [47], will be needed to complete the proof of main 
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theorem of this section. 
Result 3.3.4 ([47, Theorem 6.4]). Let 0 be the class of all globally idempotent 
semigroups and let 
XiX2---Xn — Xi^Xi2---Xi^ K'-^) 
be any nontrivial permutation identity. Then (11) is equivalent with respect to ft to 
(i) commutativity if ii ^ 1 and ii ^ n; 
(ii) left normahty if l^ = 1 and z„ ^ n; 
(iii) right normahty if ii 7^  1 and in = n; 
(iv) normahty if ii = 1 and in = n. 
The following lemma is very crucial for the proof of the next theorem. 
Lemma 3.3.5. Suppose that a globally idempotent semigroup U is not supersatu-
rated. Then there exists a non-surjective epimorphism (j): U -^ V such that V is right 
reductive with respect to C/0. 
Proof: Take a -.U -^V, & non-surjective epimorphism. Define a relation p on V as 
spt if as = ai V a G Ua. 
Clearly, p is an equivalence relation. Now take any d € V\Ua and spt. Then d = xa 
for some x e V\Ua, a G Ua. Now, 
ds = {xa)s = x{as) = x{at) — {xa)t = dt. 
Hence for any w e V, a € Ua, a{ws) = a{wt). Therefore, wspwt and p is a left 
congruence. Similarly, 
as = at impUes that a{sw) = a{tw). 
This implies that swptw. Therefore, p is also a right congruence. Hence p is a 
congruence. 
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We denote the images of Ua and V under p^ by U and V respectively and we shall 
similarly abrivate up, vp hy u,v (u e U, v EV). 
From the commutative diagram 
Ua — ^ V 
(epi) 
p^\Ua p^ 
U — ^ V 
we can see that the inclusion map i : L'^  —> ^ is epi. 
Now we can show that V is right reductive with respect to U. For this let Vi j^V2-
Then Vip ^ v^p which implies that (wi, v-i) ^ p. Therefore, xv\ ^ xv^ for some x E Ua. 
Since U is globally idempotent, so is Ua. Therefore, x — x^xi for some X\,X2 in Ua. 
Then we have, x^vx ^ X2V2 (for if X2V\ = x^v^., then XiX2t'i = 2;iX2U2 implying that 
xvi = XV2, a contradiction). As xvi ^ XV2, Xi(a;2Wi) 7^  2;i(x2'y2), we have ^2^1 7^  X2U;2 
which implies that X2t'i / ^2^2- Therefore, V is right reductive with respect to U. 
Finally, we prove that the inclusion map i : U ^ V is not surjective. Let 
d € V\Ua. Then d = uy, for some u € Ua, y G y\t/Q!. Let a G C/a. Then 
ua 7^  wy (as ua G Ua) implies that (a, y) ^ p which implies that a 7^  y and, therefore, 
i{a) = a^y iox some y G F such that y ^U. So i is not surjective. 
Therefore, 0 = ap^ :U-^Visa, non surjective epimorphism from U into V which 
is right reductive with respect to the image 17^ of U. Hence the lemma is proved. • 
Theorem 3.3.6. Let 5 be a supersaturated semigroup and U be any ideal of S which 
satisfies a nontrivial permutation identity 
such that ii = 1 and in ^ n. If C/" is globally idempotent for some natural number n, 
then U is supersaturated. 
Proof: If we prove that C/" is supersaturated, then by Result 3.3.2, we can get the 
theorem. Therefore, without loss, we may assume that U be globally idempotent ideal 
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satisfying (12) such that ii = 1 and z„ 7^  n. Suppose to the contrary that U were 
not supersaturated. Then, by Lemma 3.3.5, there exists a non-surjective epimorphism 
(j) : U -^ V such that V is right reductive with respect to C/0, denoted by U (upto 
isomorphism). 
Let p = (pocj)"^ U I5. Then clearly p is an equivalence relation on S. Next we show 
that p is a congruence on S. For this we require to show that if u, u G C/ and w G S\U, 
then u(f) = vcj) implies that [uw)(j) = {vw)(i) and {wu)(p = {wv)(f). We now first, prove 
the first equality. 
Suppose that u,v eU,w G S\U and {uw)({) ^ {vw)(f). Since V is right reductive 
with respect to U, there exists x GU such that X(p{uw)^ ^ x(j){v'w)(f). Then {x{uw))^ ^ --
{x{vw))(l). Since U is globally idempotent x — X1X2 for some a;i,2;2 G t/. Now 
{xiX2{uw))(f) 7^  (a;ia;2('yto))<?!> implies that {{{xiX2)u)w)(j) ^ {{{xiX2)v)'w)(f). Therefore, 
by Result 3.3.4, we have {{xiUX2)'w)(j) ^ {{xiVX2)w)(j) implying that {{xiu){x2'w))(j) ^ 
[{xiv){x2w))(j) which again, by Result 3.3.4, implies that {xi{x2w)u)(p ^ {xi{x2w)u)(p. 
Now {{xw)u)(j) ^ [{xw)v)(j) impHes that {xw)(l)U(j) ^ (a;u;)^u0 which, in turn im-
plies that u^ 7^  v^. Therefore, the statement u(^ = v(^ implies that {uui)(^ — {vw)(l). 
Hence p is a right congruence. 
Next we show that p is a left congruence. Suppose that u,v G U, w G S\U 
and {wu)(f) ^ {wv)^. Since V is right reductive with respect to U, there exists 
X G. U such that x(j){wu)^ ^ x(f){vjv)^. Now (x(wu))(f) ^ {x{wu))(/) implies that 
{{xw)u)(f) 7^  {{xw)v)(f). This means that {xw)^u(j) 7^  {xw)(f)V(j) whence u(p 7^  v<p. Again 
we conclude that the statement u(j) = v4> unplies that {wu)<j) = (wv)(j). Therefore, p is 
a left congruence and, hence, a congruence. 
Denote Sip by S. Then U^ = U (upto isomorphism). 
Now form the amalgam A of 5 and V with core U. We now, extend the partial 
operation on A to an associative multiplication. For this take any a G S\U (= S\U), 
V € V\U and factorize u as u = Uiyi = y'^u'i (where ui,u'i eU; ?/i,y'i € V\U). Now 
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define av = (awi)yi and va = y\{u'ia). We show that this is a well defined binary op-
eration. For this suppose that v = 2^2/2 = y'2'^'2, where U2,u'2 € U and 1/2, y'2 ^ V\U. 
Then for any x e [/, as Ui^ /i = 2^2/2) we have that {xa)uiyi = (xa)u2y2-
Now, 
x{auiyi) = x{au2y2) (by associativity of 5). 
As y is right reductive with respect to U, we have that {aui)yi = {au2)y2, and 
therefore, the operation is well defined. 
Now we verify the associativity of the above defined operation on the amalgam A. 
Case (a): Suppose that a, a' E S\U and v 6 V\U. We have the following four cases: 
(i) {a'a)v = a'{av); 
(ii) {av)a' = a[va'); 
(iii) {va)a' = v{aa'y, 
(iv) {a'v)a = a'{va). 
We shall write the proof of (i) and (ii). The proof of (iii) and (iv) will follow dually 
from the proof of cases (i) and (ii) respectively. Now 
{a'a)v = {a'a){uiyi) (as v = Uiyi) 
= a'{{aui)yi) (by associativity of S) 
= a'{av) (as {aui)yi = av). 
Therefore ,{a'a)v = a'{av), as required. 
Next, we show that {av)a' = a{va'). For this, factorize v as v = aiya2 (where 
oi, a2eU,ye V\U). Now 
{av)a' — {a{aiya2))a' {as v = aiyai) 
= {{aai)ya2)a' (as aaiGU Q S) 
= {aai){ya2)a' (by associativity of V) 
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{aai)y{a2a') (as 020' & U C S) 
{aai){ya2a') (by associativity of V) 
a(aiya2a') (by associativity of V) 
a{va'), 
as required. 
Case (b). Next, suppose that o G S\U and v, v' ^ V\U. Again we have the following 
four cases: 
(i) {av)v' = a(W); 
(ii) {va)v' = v{av'); 
(iii) ti'(t;a) = {v'v)a; 
(iv) ?;'(af) = {v'ajv. 
Again as before, we shall write the proof of cases (i) and (ii). The proof of (iii) and 
(iv) will follow dually from the proof of (i) and (ii) respectively. Now, 
{av)v' — {{aui)yi)v' (as av = (auijyi) 
— {aui){yiv') (by associativity of V) 
= a{ui{yiv')) (by associativity of V) 
= a{{uiyi)v') (by associativity of V) 
= a{vv') {as uiyi = v), 
as required. 
Also, 
{va)v' — {y[u[a)v' {as v = y[u[ where y[ € V\U, u[ e U) 
= y'i(uiat;') (by associativity of V as u'la G C/ C V) 
= y'i{u[au2y2) (as v' = U2y2) 
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= y\u[{au2y2) (by associativity of l^as au2 ^ U CV) 
= v{av'), 
as required. 
We then have S y^ A = Dom{S, A) which contradicts the fact that S is super-
saturated. Hence the theorem is proved. • 
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CHAPTER 4 
ON HOMOTYPICAL IDENTITIES 
§ 4.1. INTRODUCTION 
A non-trivial permutation identity of the form (1) is said to be seminormal 
if ii == 1 and i„ = n. Clearly, every nontrivial permutation identity is either left 
semicommutative, right semicommutative, or seminormal. 
We consider three conditions, which a semigroup identity 0 may satisfy: 
(A) (f) is preserved under epis; 
(B) each variety admitting (f) is epimorphically closed; 
(C) each variety admitting (p is saturated. 
Condition (C) clearly implies (B), which in turn implies (A), but the reverse 
implications are not true in general. In [31], Higgins gave a necessary condition 
for a semigroup identity to satisfy condition (A): a semigroup identity is preserved 
under epis only if its one side contains no repeated variable. Isbell [43] showed that 
commutativity is stable under dominions, which yields that commutativity satisfies 
condition (A). Khan [44, 48] generalized this result in two directions by showing 
that commutativity satisfies condition (B), and that all permutation identities sat-
isfy condition (A). In [48], Khan further showed, jointly with Higgins [30], that left 
and right semicommutativity satisfy condition (B). Therefore, it is natural to try 
to determine all semigroup identities that satisfy condition (A) in conjunction with 
seminormal identities. Khan [46, 47] showed that all semigroup identities whose 
both sides do not contain repeated variables satisfy condition (A) in conjunction 
with any nontrivial permutation identity, while Higgins [30] has shown that semi-
normal permutation identities do not satisfy condition (B) by showing that the 
identity xyx = yxy does not satisfy (A) in conjunction with the normality identity. 
It is well known that all subvarieties of a saturated variety are saturated, but 
the same is not true for epimorphically closed varieties in general. Thus, determin-
ing all semigroup identities whose both sides contain repeated variables and satisfy 
condition (A) in conjunction with any seminormal identity becomes much more dif-
ficult, but interesting. 
In the present chapter, we give a partial answer of question (2) for homotypical 
identities, by establishing some sufficient conditions for such identities to Ue in this 
class. In Section 4.2, we consider balanced identities, while Section 4.3 deals with 
non-balanced homotypical identities. However, a full determination of aU homotyp-
ical identities that satisfy condition (A) in conjunction with a seminormal identity 
remains an open problem. 
In whatever follows, we will often speak of a semigroup satisfying (1) to mean 
that the semigroup in question satisfies an identity of that type. 
§ 4.2. BALANCED IDENTITIES 
An identity u = i; is said to be balanced if |xi|„ = \xi\j,, V Xj in u and v. In 
this section, we establish some sufficient conditions for balanced identities to be 
preserved under epis in conjunction with any seminormal identity. 
The following proposition easily follows from Result 1.6.7. 
Proposition 4.2.1. Let S be any permutative semigroup satisfying (1) with n > 3. 
Then, for each g E {2 ,3 , . . . ,n} such that Xg-iXg is not a subword of Xi^Xj^ • • • Xi^, 
for all m > ^ - 1, p>n — g + l and for all u € -S'^ '"^ v 6 S^\ we have 
UX1X2 • • • xep = ux\^x\^ • • • xXfV, 
for all rci, X2,..., X£ € 5 (^ > 2), where A is any permutation of the set {1 ,2, . . . , ^} . 
Corollary 4.2.2. Let U be any semigroup satisfying (1) with n > 3 and let S be any 
semigroup containing U such that Dom{U, S) = S. Then, for each g € { 2 , 3 , . . . , n} 
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such that Xg-iXg is not a subword of Xi^Xi^...Xi^, for all m > g — I and for all 
UX1X2 • • • X(V = UXx^Xx^ • • • X\f.V, 
for all Xi,X2,....,xeeS{i> 2), where A is any permutation of the set {1, 2 , . . . , £}. 
Symmetrically, for allp > h—l such that Xn-hXn-(h-i) is not a subword oixi^Xi^-.-Xi^ 
andior&\\veS^p\ueS\U 
UX1X2 • • • XiV = UXx^Xx^ • • • XX(V, 
for all xi,X2,...,xe € S {£> 2), where A is any permutation of the set {1 ,2 , . . . , i}. 
Lemma 4.2.3. Let U be any permutative semigroup which is dense in S. If U 
satisfies 
x'^u{xi,X2,...,xe)y' = x''v{xi,X2,... ,xe)y% (13) 
where u and v are any words in Xi,0:2, • • •,xe and r, s any positive integers, then 
the identity (13) is also satisfied for all x,y e S and Xi,X2,...,xeeU. 
Proof. Take any semigroups U and S with U a subsemigroup of S such that 
'Dom{U,S) = S. Since U satisfies (1), by Result 1.6.5 S also satisfies (1). Now we 
shall show that the identity (13) satisfied by U is also satisfied when x,y e S and 
Xi,X2,.. -jXi 6 U. First, take any x G S and xi,X2,...,xe,y G U. If a; € U, then 
(13) holds trivially. So assume without loss of generality that x G 5 \ C/. By Result 
1.6.1, let (2) be a zigzag of minimum length m over U with value x. Then 
x''u{xi,X2,...,xe)y^ 
— 2/m^2m^(^i! ^2, • • • i^tJIJ^ (by the zigzag equations and Result 1.6.13) 
= VmO^lm'^i^u 3^ 2, • • •, a:/)?/' (as U satisfies (13) ) 
= x'^v{xi,X2^...,x^)?/* (by the zigzag equations and Result 1.6.13), 
as required. 
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Next, take any x,y G S and Xi,X2,. •. ,xe E. U. Again, we can assume without loss 
of generality that y €. S\U. Let (2) be a zigzag of minimum length m over U with 
value y. Now 
x''u{xi,X2,...,xe)y' 
= x'^u{xi,X2, • . . , xe)aQtl (by the zigzag equations and Result 1.6.13) 
= x'^v{xi,X2,...,xe)aQtl (by what we have proved above) 
= x'^v{xi,X2,..., X()y^ (by the zigzag equations and Result 1.6.13), 
as required. This completes the proof of the lemma. Q 
The following corollary directly follows from Lemma 4.2.3. 
Corollary 4.2.4. Let U be any permutative semigroup which is dense in 5, and 
Pi,P2, •••,Pe, T and s are any positive integers. If U satisfies 
x^ x^ x^f^  • • • x^^y^ = ^^^^i^ • • • x^;^y^ (14) 
where j is any permutation of the set {1,2,. . . ,£}, then the identity (14) is also 
satisfied for all x,y £ S and Xi,X2,...,x^ G 17. 
Let (1) be any seminormal permutation identity. Then there exists g, 2 < g < 
n — 2; such that Xg^iXg is not a subword of Xi^Xi^ • • • 2^ i„ • Thus, the set P of all pos-
itive integers g, 2 < g <n — 2; such that Xg-iXg is not a subword of Xi^Xi^ •••Xi^ is 
non-empty, and so, will have the minimum element. Let go = min P, the minimum 
of P. Similarly, the set Q of all positive integers h, 1 < h < n - go - I; such that 
Xn-hXn-{h-i) is not a subword of xi^Xi^ • • • Xi„, is non-empty. Let ho = minQ. 
In whatever follows, go and hg will stand for the same as defined above. 
Theorem 4.2.5. Let (1) be any seminormal identity. Then, for any positive in-
tegers r, 5 such that r > go-2, s > ho-2 and p > max{r, s}, all semigroup 
identities of the form 
x^x^x^^-'-^eV' = ^ ' •4^ ." -4 /> (15) 
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where £ > 3 and j is any permutation of the set {1,2 , . . . ,£}, are preserved under 
epis in conjunction with (1). 
Proof. Take any semigroups U and S with U dense in S and assume that U (and 
hence 5, by Result 1.6.5) satisfies the identity (1). We shall show that if U satisfies 
(15), then so does S. So let xi,X2,...,XiES. If Xi, X2,... ,X( £U, then the result 
holds by Corollary 4.2.4. 
For ease of writing, we introduce some notations: 
wi(x,Xj,,Xj^,...,Xj^,y) = ^''xj^xj^ • • • x^j^ = ui{x,Xi,X2,• • •,xe,y) 
and 
W2{x, Xj^,Xj^, ...,Xji,y)= x''x{x^ • • • x^y' = U2(x, Xi, X2,..., x^, y). 
Using these notations, the theorem asserts that 
Wi \x, X j j , Xj2, • . • , Xjf, y) W2\X, Xj^, Xj2 ,••••> Xj^, y) 
or that 
ui(x, xi,X2,.. . , X£, y) = U2{x, xi, X2,. . . , X£,y). 
Now we will prove the theorem by induction on q, where the elements x, y, Xj^,... , Xj^_^ 
lie in 5 (^ > 2) and the remaining elements Xj^,...,Xj^ lie in U. 
First for q = 2, that is, when x, y, Xj^ € 5 and xjj, • • •, Xj^  € C/, we wish to show 
that (15) holds. When Xj^ G U, (15) holds by CoroUary 4.2.4. On the other hand, 
if Xji e S\U, let (2) be a zigzag of minimimi length m over U with value Xj^. 
Case(i). ji = I. Now 
x'x^x^ •••x?y ' 
= x^y^a^mxij^ • • • Xj^y" (by thei zigzag equations and Result 1.6.13) 
= a;'-yPr''y>L42"-4^' 
= x'-yPr'-y;;,4^xP• • • x?y« (by Cor. 4.2.4 as ym^y e S and j i = 1) 
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= x'"2:^ X2 • • • ?^2/* (by the zigzag equations and Result 1.6.13), 
as required. 
Case(ii). I < ji < L Now letting k = ji, we have 
= x'^Vm^lrn^^j^''' ^ ^j^V^ (by the zigzag equations and Result 1.6.13) 
= x'"yP7''u;i(y„i, asm, 3:^2,..., Xj,,y) 
= x'^yP^^'wiiVm,a2m,Xj^,...,Xj^,y) (by Corollary 4.2.4 asym,ye S) 
— ^^ym ^ym^\^2 ' ' ' ^ ifc-1^2m^+l ' ' ' ^ 2 / 
where the last equality holds by the zigzag equations and Result 1.6.11 as y„i,frn ^ 
S\U, and the equaUty (16) below holds by Results 1.6.10 and 1.6.11, for some 
h^^X •••Mr^ ^U and i^^ € 5 \ [/, as y „ , t m ^ S \ U . Therefore, setting 
z = x^^j • • • x^y*, we have 
= a;'^ y '^^ W2(ym,a:i,a:2,---,a;fc-i,a2m-i,Ofc+i'---'*« '^ "» )*"» ^ 
= x'y^-w^y„i,xi,X2,...,a:fc-i, 
where the last equality follows by Corollary 4.2.4. Now the word ui{(, zi,Z2,..., ze,^') 
begins with $,''2^^ which equals C^l- So, the above product in S contains yfri^^'y^o^m-i • 
Thus, usmg Result 1.6.11, and the fact that ymO'2m-i = ym-ia2m-2 from the zigzag 
equations, we have 
•r 71—r / L ( " I ) i(m) j.(m)\,(m)p—3 
= X^yP^'^Ui{ym,Xi,X2,...,Xk-i,a2m-l,Ol+V-,0^ ',tin )tm Z 
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= 2;''y^_''i«i(y„_i,Xi,X2,...,a;fc_i,a2m-2,^i+l,---,fc5"'\^^^)i^^^ ^^ 
= x''y^S^U2{ym-l,Xi,X2, . . . ,2 :fc_i ,a2m-2,fei+l , • • • , fci'"\ i ^ ^ ) t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (17 ) 
— -^  ym-iym-1-^1-^2 •^fc-l"2m-2"fc+l ^(. ''"^ ''"i ^ 
~ ^ yrn-iym-1^1^2 ' ' ' ^h-1^2Tn-3''m-l^i 
where the last equaUty follows by the zigzag equations and Result 1.6.11 and the 
equalities (17) and (18) above follow respectively by Cor. 4.2.4, and by Result 1.6.10 
and result 1.6.11 as b]^'^ • • • hi'^tm = %i- Continuing this way, we obtain 
~ ^ ^ y m - i y m - 1 ^ ^ 2 • • • ^k-l^2m-Z^m-\^ 
= x^lA'YAA • • • ^ Lia?Ci • • • b?n?H^^^'-'z (19) 
= x''y^~''u2{yuXi,X2,... ,Xk-uaub^^li,... ,bf\t^^^)t^^^'' 'z 
X ^ Vi ''ui{yi,Xi,X2,... ,Xk-i,ai,b''^li,... ,bf\tf^)tf^'' z, 
where the last equaUty follows by Corollary 4.2.4, and the equality (19) above holds 
by Results 1.6.10 and 1.6.11, for some 6[^i,...,bf^ e U and tf^ € S\U, asyuh e 
S\U. As before, the above product contains the subword yi'^t/ifli- Thus, using 
Result 1.6.11, and the fact that yiUi = OQ from the zigzag equations, we have 
= x''y^~''ui{yuxi,X2,...,Xk-i,a^b^^lv• • • '^?^i?)*?" '^ 
= •ui(a;,xi,2;2,---,a;fc-i,ao,6j.^]i,...,6f\tS^0*f^'' ^ 
- U2(x, xi,X2,..., Xfc_i, ao,fci'i,...,hf,tf)il^"~\ (by Corollary 4.2.4) 
— ^ ^^'''^-i^o^fc+i• • 'bf ti ti z 
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= x'-xfx^ • • • xl^y^tlz (by Results 1.6.10 and 1.6.11 as h^^l\ • • • h^pH^^^" = t{) 
r P V V T> V V ti 
— X X;^ X2 -^k-1-^k-^k+1 -^ey ' 
where the last equaUty follows by the zigzag equations with Result 1.6.13 and the 
definition of z. This completes the proof in Case(ii). 
Case(iii). ji = £. Now 
r P P P s 
= x^yPjfi^^x^-^ • • • x'j^y^ (by the zigzag equations and Result 1.6.13) 
= x''yP^''wi{ym, a2m, Xj^,..., Xj^,y) 
= x'y^''w2{ym, a2m, Xj^,..., Xj^, y) (by Corollary 4.2.4) 
— X y ^ y^x-^X2 • • • xf^_-^a2jny 
= x'^y^^y'^xl • • • a^£_ia2m-id/* (by the zigzag equations and Result 1.6.11) 
— -^ ym ym-^1-^2 •^£- l"2m-l ' 'm' 'm i/ 
= 3;^ym"''W2(2/m, Xi, X2,..., X^_i, a2m-U tm)t^mY 
= x''yP^''ui{ym, xi, X2,..., X£_i, 02^-1, tm)t^Y (by Cor. 4.2.4). 
Now the word ui{^,zi,Z2,..., zi,^') begins with C^^^^ which equals ('^z^. So, the 
above product in 5 contains y^^ymdlm-i- Thus, using Result 1.6.11, and the fact 
that ymd^m-i = ym-iQ'2m-2 froui the zigzag equations, we have 
= x''yP;;''ui{ym,xi,0:2, • • •,xe-i,a2m-i,tm)t^Y 
= x''y^S^Ui{ym-i,Xi, X2,..., x^-i, 02^-2, *m)*^V 
= x'"?4l>2(ym-i,xi,X2,...,xt-1,a2m-2,tm)t^Y (by CoroUary 4.2.4) 
~ ^ ? / m - l ? / m - l ^ ^ • • ' ^-1^2m-2*m?/ 
= x''?4"_''i?/;,_ixfrr^  • • • x^e-Am-sC-iy' (by Result 1.6.11 and the zigzag equations). 
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Continuing this way, we obtain 
— X y \ yiX\X2 • • • x^__-^a-^t-^y 
— X y\ yiX^X2-• • x^_-^ait^t-^ y 
= x''y{~''u2{yi,Xi,X2,..., Xi_i,ai,ti)ff'y' 
= a;''y["''ui(yi,a;i,a;2,...,X£-i,0i,ii)trV (by Corollary 4.2.4). 
As before, the above product in S contains the subword yi~'^y{a\- Thus, using 
Result 1.6.11, and the fact that yia^ — a^ from the zigzag equations, we have 
= a;'"?/f~''ui(yi,a;i,X2,...,a;^-i,ai,ti)trV 
= Ml (a;, xi, X2, • • •, ^ i-x, do, ^ i )^rV 
= U2{x,Xi,X2,...,xe-i,ao,ti)tl'^y^ (by Corollary 4.2.4) 
—-- X X-I o/p * * * •J^p "I ^ 0 1 1 2/ 
= x'^x{x2 • • • x^_iX-^y^ (by Result 1.6.13, the zigzag equations, and as ji — t). 
This is the end of the proof in case (iii), and thus, of the base g = 2 of the induction. 
Now assume inductively that the result holds for all x,y,Xji,Xj2,...,Xj^_^ in 
S {q > 2), and when Xj^,... ,Sj, G U. From this assumption, we shall prove that 
the result also holds when x,y,Xj^,Xj^,...^Xj^_^,Xj^ e S and Xj^^^,...,Xj^ € U. 
So, take any x,y,Xj^,Xj^,...,rcj^_i,Xj^ E S and Xj^_^_^,...,Xj^ € U, and assume that 
Xjg £ S\U. By Result 1.6.1, let (2) be a zigzag of minimum length m over U with 
value Xj^. Put k = jq and t = jq^i. 
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Case (1). t = k-l. Now 
^'^l^l---^jey' 
= x'x^^x^j^ • • • x^^^y^al^x^^^^^ • • • x^j^y' (by the zigzag equations and Result 1.6.13) 
= x^xlxl---{x^^_,ymYal^x'j^^^---xly^ (20) 
= Wi[X, Xj^, Xj^, . . . , Xj^_2i Xj^_-^ymj 0,2mt j^g+u • • • ) i^«) V) 
= W2{x, xj^ ,Xj^,..., xj^_^,Xj^_^ym, a2m, Xj^+„ • • •, Xj^,y) (by inductive hypothesis) 
= X X-^X^-• •Xj^_2\Xj^_^yTn) a^m^k+l'''•'^ly ( ^ t = K — 1) 
= X^X-^X2 • • • 2^_2 j^,_i?/m"2m^fc+l ' ' " ^V V^ V 
= x^XiX2 • • • a^ fe_2^ j _i^^fc+i • • • ^?y* (by the zigzag equations and Result 1.6.13) 
where equalities (20) and (21) above hold by Cor. 4.2.2 as y^ € S\U and r + 1 > ^o - 1) 
as required. 
Case (2). t <k— 1 and k < i. Now, as above, we have 
~ ^ h h ' ' ' V-'^Js-l^"^/ ^ 2 m ^ , + i • • • ^jiV 
= Wi\X, Xj^,Xj^, . . . , Xj^_^,Xj^_^yjrm 02771) 2^j,+i) • • • ) Xjt,y) 
= 'W2[x, Xj^, Xj^, • • • 5 Xj^_2, Xj^_^yjn, 02771) ^ i , + i ) • • •) Xji, y) 
— ^ X1X2 • • • Xl_i{Xj^_^ym) Xl^i • • • Xf._-ya2mXk+vXgy 
where the last equality holds by the zigzag equations and Result 1.6.13, and equality 
(22) above follows by Corollary 4.2.2 a s r + l > Qo-'^ and o-2m = o,2m-itm with 
tm& S\U,as required. 
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Case (3). t < k - I and k ^ i. 
The proof in this case may also be obtained from the proof of Case (2) by letting 
the word x^^^ • • • x^ = 1. 
Case (4). k + l = t. Now 
= x'"ijjX^2 • • • ^i -i^m^fm^^ +1 • • • ^%y^ (t>y the zigzag equations and Result 1.6.13) 
= x'-xl • • • {xj^^^ymfalm • • • xly' (by Cor. 4.2.2 asy^ e S\U mdr+ l> go-I) 
= Wi[X,Xj^,Xj2,---,Xj^_2,Xj^_.^ym,Ci2myXj^^j^,...,Xj^,y) 
= W2{x,Xj^,Xj^,...,Xj^_^,Xj^_,ym,a2m,Xj^+,,...,Xj^,y) (by inductive hypothesis) 
=t W2{x, Xj^, Xj2,..., Xj^^^,Xj^_^y,n, a2m-itm, Sj^ +i, • • •, Xj^,y) (by the zigzag equations) 
= X X-^X2 • • • 3^_i(Q2m-ltmj \Xj^_^ym) X^_^-^ • • ' X^y 
= x''x{ • • • aF2^_i{tmXj^_^y,nY • • • a^y' (by Cor. 4.2.2 as y^ G 5 \ [/ and r + 1 > c?o - 1) 
= U2{x, Xi,X2,..., Xk-l, a2m-U tmXj^_-iym, ^^ t+l, ...,Xi,y) 
= Ui{x, Xx,X2, . . . , Xk-l, a2m-l, tmXj^_.^ym, Xt+l, --.jXi, y), 
where the last equaUty holds by the inductive hypothesis. Since the word ui{(, zi,Z2,---, Zf, ,f 
contains Zj^_^Zj^ as a subword, the above product m 5 contains (im^j,_i?/m)''fl2m-i-
Thus, using Corollary 4.2.2, and the fact that ymCi2m-i — 2/m-ia2m-2 from the zigzag 
equations, we have 
= Ui{x, Xi, X2,..., Xk-l,a2Tn-h tmXj^_-^ym, Xt+\, ...,Xe,y) 
= Ui{x, Xi,X2,..., Xk-l, a2m-2, tmXj^_iym-l,Xt+U ••••,^l,y) 
= U2{x,Xi,X2,...,Xk-l,a2m-2,tmXj^.^ym-i,Xt+l,•••,Xi,y) (by luductive hypothesis) 
— X X^X^ • • • Xk-ia'2m-2V'mXj^_iym-l) X^+l ' " ' X^V 
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where the last equaUty and the equaUty and (24) below follow by Corollary 4.2.2, as 
ym-\ ^ S\U and r + l> QO — I, and the equahty (23) bellow follows by Corollary 
4.2.2 and by the zigzag equations. Therefore, 
= X X-^X2 • • • ^-i(^2m-3^m-l\^jq-iym-l) ^T+i ' ' " ^iV (2o) 
= x^XiX2-• •Xi^_-^a2jji-i\tm-iXj,-iym-irxi+i---x^y • (24) 
Thus, continuing this way, we obtain 
— X X1X2 • • • Xf^_iCii[tiXj^_^yi) Xf_^_i • • • x^y 
= "2(2;, xi,X2,..., Xk-i, fli, tiXj^_^yi,Xt+i, ...,xe,y) 
^ Ui{x,xi,X2,...,Xk-uai,tiXj^_^yi,Xt+i,...,xe,y) (by inductive hypothesis). 
As before, the word MI(^, zi,Z2,..., zi, ^') contains Zj^_^Zj^ as a subword, so the above 
product in S contains {tiXj^_^yiya{. Thus, using Corollary 4.2.2, and the fact that 
yiUi = Go from the zigzag equations, we have 
= ui{x, Xi, a;2,..., Xk-u Oi, tiXj^_^yi,Xt+i,..., X£, y) 
= «i(x, xi,X2,..., Xk-i, aQ,tiXj^_^, xt+i, ...,xe,y) 
= U2{x,Xi,a;2, • • •,Xk-i,ao,tiXj^_^,Xt+i,...,xe,y) (by inductive hypothesis) 
— 2;'"X]:x2 • • • ^-i^o(*i^j«-i) ^ + 1 ' ' • ^y* 
= x''x[--- 4_iagtfa:J,_i • • • a^y'(by Cor. 4.2.2 asti e S\U mdr+ l> QO-I) 
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= x^x\x2 • • • xl^-^x^x^j _i^t+i • • • ^^eV^ (by Result 1.6.13 and the zigzag equations) 
= x^x^X2 • • • 3^ -12^ 2^:^ 4,13:^ +1 • • • x^eV^ (as j/g_i = i), as required. 
Case (5). fc + 1 < t and t < £. Now 
= x^x^^ • • • ^j _i2/m 2^m i^ +i"' ' i^f^ * (^ ^ ^^^ zigzag equations and Result 1.6.13) 
= x"xi---{^j,-iymyal^xPj^^,---xly' (25) 
= W2{x,Xj^,...,Xj^_^,Xj^_,ym,a2m,Xj^^„...,Xj^,y) (by inductive hypothesis) 
= X X\- • • a^A:-l '^2m^+l ' ' ' ^-l{^jq-iym) Xl_^i • • • X^y 
— X X^- • • 2 ^ _ i 0 2 m - l ^ m - ^ + l " ' • ^ - 1 ( ^ ^ , - 1 ^ ^ ) 2;j+i ' ' ' X^y , 
f 
where the last equality holds by the zigzag equations and Corollary 4.2.2 as f^  G S\U 
and r + l>go — l, and the equality (25) above follows by Cor. 4.2.2 as ym & S\U 
and r + 1 > o^ — 1- Also, the equaUty (26) below holds by Result 1.6.10 and Coro. 
4.2.2 for some b'^^\,..., fei+|t_fc_i) €Umdt^rl^^eS\UastmeS\U. Therefore, 
= X X-^- • • 3 ^ _ i f l 2 m - l ^ m ^ + l ' ' ' ^-iK^jg-iym) X\^i • • • X^y 
— r^rP-'-n^ /.(""^P...ft^"")? / " i ) p ^ . . . ™P (^. , , \prJ> . . . rJPv^ /^fil 
— -^  "^1 "27n-l''A;+l ^k+{t-k-\)'"^ • ' 'HI •^t-\\-^3q-iym) J-t+l -^iy \^^) 
— -^  -^1 "2m-l"fe+l ^k+{t-k-l)\^'^ -^fe+l •^t~l\-^3q-:.ym) J-^f+i X^y 
= x'-a;? • • • af^_i6^P • • • 6i+{t_jt_i)(i^ ^ f^c+i • • • x^-i(xj,_,y^))Pxf+i • • • x^y* (27) 
= M2(a:,2;i,...,02^-1,^^+1,• • • >^kl{t-k-iy^^ ^Hi • • • a;t-i(a;i,_iym),...,xe,y) 
( 7(771) Ltwi) i t j ^ ) /• \ \ 
X, x i , . . . , a2m-i, Ofc+1, • • •, Ofc+(t-fc-i)' *"» f^c+1 • • • a;f_i(Xj,_iy^), ...,xe, y), 
where the last equality holds by the inductive hypothesis and the equality (27) 
above holds by Corollary 4.2.2 as ym E S\U and r + 1 > go-l. Since the word 
Wi(C, zi, Z2, • • •, Zi, $,') contains Zj^_^Zj^ as a subword, the above product in S contains 
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(2;j,_j2/m)^ a^m-i- Thus, using Cor. 4.2.2 and the fact that ymO'2m-i = ym-ia2m-2 
from the zigzag equations, and as the equaUty (28) below holds by Corollary 4.2.2 
as ym-i ^ S\U and r + l> go — I, we have 
p n.s "^"^l^h'-'^ly 
t i^i'rn) LC" '-) iff"-) • I \ \ 
Mi(x, X i , . . . , a 2 m - l , Ofc+i, • • • , Ofc+(f_fc_i), ^m 'Xfc+i • • • Xt-i(Xj^_i?/m}, • • • ^^hV) 
f L ( " I ) L("i) J-ff") /' \ \ 
wi(x,xi,..., a2m-2,Ofc+1' • • •' "fe+(t-fe-i)'^ "^  f^e+1 • • • ^ t-i(a;j,_iym-i], - • •, 'J^hV) 
U2{X, X i , . . . , a 2 m - 2 , ^ S l ) • • • ' ^i+{t-fc-l)> ^^^^fc+1 ' ' ' Xt-l{Xj^_,ym-l), • • • , ^£, 3/) 
(by inductive hypothesis) 
= X X ' r^p ^p iS-'^)p ui"^)p f+i'^)^ ^ frr. ',, ^ ^ p . . . ' T - P i . s 
— x'x', • • • a L - 2 C • • • bttk-/^^'<+i • • • ^Ui^U-^Vm-iY • • • xW (28) 
= x'-xf • • • x^_iaL_2C4+i • • • x?-i(x,,_,y„^-i)^x?^, • • • x\f (29) 
— X X^- • • a ^ _ i 0 2 m - 2 ^ m ^ + l ' ' " ^ - l ( ^ j , - i y m - l ) ^^t+l ' ' ' ^(.V 
— X X-^- • • a^_i02m-3^m-l^Jfc+l ' ' ' ^ - l ( ^ i , - i ? / m - l ) 2:4^1 • • • X^J/ , 
where the last equality holds by the zigzag equations and Corollary 4.2.2, and the 
equality (29) above holds by Result 1.6.10 and Cor. 4.2.2 as ftj^ji^ • • • b^^^^_f^_^^& -
t^ .^ Continuing this way, we obtain ,^ .^. A a^,, ^ 
— ^r^P,,,^P „P ^P „P . . . - r P /"r- 1/ ,'>P-rP • • • r^v/* ' \ / ' / 
— X Xi •^fc_l"2m-3''m-l-^fc+l ' ' ' t -U* ' ' J , - i i /m- i ; -^t+l •^'fj/ -^  ^ ' ' 
' " ^ \ r - ^ - ' ^ ^ • 
= X x^ • • • a^fc-i^i^i^^+i • • • ^-i{^jq-iyi) f^+1 • • • x^y 
= x^x?. • • 4-i¥^l'i • • • C - . - i )4 ' ^ ' ' ^+ i • • • xUixj,_,y^y. •. x^ y« (30) 
= a;'-xP • • • oi^k-Ab^k+i'' • b^kll-k-ifi^^kn • • • Xt-i{xj^_,yi)y • • • x^y', 
where the last equality follows by Corollary 4.2.2 as yi is in 5 \ C/, r + 1 > '^^  - 1, 
and the equality (30) above follows by Result 1.6.10 and Corollary 4.2.2 for some 
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(1) A ( 1 ) ^ TT .^A +(1) bt+v • • •' f^c+((-fc-i) e U and ^ ^ e 5 \ [ / a s i i e 5 \ t / a n d r + l > c / o - l . Therefore, 
^r V V V s 
P ^PA(1)P . . . A(1)P /-+(!). 
= 1^ 2(2;, xi,.:., Xk-u «!, 4+1, • • •, 4+(t-fc_i), t^i^Xk+1 • • • xt-i{xj^_,yi), ...,xi,y) 
= ui(x, x i , . . . , Xk-u ai, 6 ^ 1 , . . .Mkl(t-k-iy't^i^^i^+-^ • • • ^t-i(xj,_iyi), . . . , Xi,y), 
where the last equaUty holds by the inductive hypothesis, and the equaUties (31) and 
(32) below follow by the inductive hypothesis, and by Corollary 4.2.2 as t^  € S\(7 
and s + I > ho — 1 respectively. As before, the word Ui(^,zi,Z2,...,Z£,^') contains 
Zj^_.^Zj^ as a subword, the above product in 5' contains {xj^_.^yiya{. Thus, using 
Corollary 4.2.2, and the fact that yjCi = % from the zigzag equations, we have 
= ui{x,xi,..., Xk-u ai, 4+1, • • •, 4+(f-fc-i)' ^^^2:^ +1 • • • ^t-\{xj^_^yi), ...,Xi,y) 
= ui{x,xi,..., Xk-i, oo, 6^^^i,..., 4+(t-fc_i), 4^ a^;A:+i • • • Xt-iXj^_„. ..,xe, y) 
= U2{x, x i , . . . , Xk-i, ao, 4 + 1 , . . . , 4+(t-fc-i)> *i^ 2^;fc+i • • • Xt-iXj^_„ ...,Xi,y) (31) 
= x^Xj • • • a^.iflo^fc+i • • • &fc+(t_fc_i)(ii a;fc+i • • • Xt-iXj^_^y • • • x^y^ 
— ^^^i' • • ^-i^^'fe+i • • • 0;.+(t_fc_i)<i 2:^ .^1 • • • x^_-^T^^_^ • • • x^y^ (32) 
= x'^Xi • • • x\._iaQt^xi.^i • • • x^_iX^^_ja;JYi'"" ^V^ (33) 
= x'"xf • • • x^ • • • xf_iXy _i • • • a^y* (by the zigzag equations and Result 1.6.13) 
where the equality (33) above follows by Corollary 4.2.2 and by Result 1.6.10 as 
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Case (6). k + 1 < t and t = £. 
The proof in this case may be obtained by modifying the proof of Case (5) in 
the following way: 
(a) Replace the word xf^ _i • • • a:^  by 1; 
(b) Replace 
t'^^^Xk+i • ••Xt^i{xj^_^yc),xt+i, ...,xi,y) 
by 
{x, xi, X2,..., Xk-i, a2c-u btlv • • •' b^i'lvt'^c^Xk+i • • • x^_i(xj^_,yc), y) 
for all c = 1,2,... ,m; 
(c) Replace 
{x,xi,..., Xk-i,a2c-2, b^klv • • •' ^ lt(f-fc-i)' ^'^c^^k+i • • • xt-i{xj^_,yc-i), • • •, x^ , y) 
by 
(x, Xi,X2,..., Xk-i, a2c-2, &itl ' • • • ' ^£-1 ' * f ^^fc+1 • • • ^i-l{^j,~iyc-l),y) 
for all c = 1,2,..., m; and t/o by 1 when c is 1. 
Thus the proof of the theorem is completed. • 
Corollary 4.2.6. Let (1) be any seminormal identity such that X1X2 and Xn-iXn 
are not subwords oixi^Xi^-.-Xi^. Then all semigroup identities of the form 
x^xf.-.x^ = ^1^2 ""^^ ( £ > 3 a n d p > l ) , 
where j is any permutation of the set {1,2,..., i.}, are preserved under epis in con-
junction with (1). 
Proof. Since Xia;2 and Xn-iXn are not subwords of Xi^Xi^-'-xi^^ QO = 2 = ho-
Setting r =: 0 = 5o- 2 and s = 0 = ho-2, the result now follows. • 
Theorem 4.2.7. Let (1) be any seminormal identity. Then, for any positive mtegers 
r, s such that r>go — l, s > /io - 1, all semigroup identities of the form 
x''u{xi, X2,..., xe)y' = x'v{xi,X2,..., xe)y'' (^  > 3), (34) 
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where u and v are any words in the variables Xi,X2,... ,x^ such that \xi\u = \xi\v 
for alH = 1,2,..., £; are preserved under epis in conjunction with (1). 
Proof. Take any semigroups U and S with U as a subsemigroup of S such that 
Dom{U,S) = S. Let U satisfies (1) and (34). As U satisfies (1), by Result 1.6.5 
S also satisfies (1). Now we shall prove that the identity (34) is also satisfied by 
S. Suppose that x,y, xi,X2,...,xe G S. If all of Xi,X2,...,xe are in U, then, 
by Lemma 4.2.3, (34) is satisfied. So, we assume that not all of xi,X2,...,xe are 
from U. Suppose that Xj € 5 \ U, for some j 6 {1 ,2 , . . . ,^} . By Result L6.1, 
Xj = x'b = x'b'y' for some x',y' G S \U and b,b' e U with b = b'tf. Now, as 
equahties (35) and (36) below hold respectively by Corollary 4.2.2 asy' ^ S\U and 
r > go- i, and by Corollary 4.2.2 as x' e S\U, s>ho- I, together with the fact 
that \xi\u = \xi\y for alH = 1,2,... ,^, we have 
x''u{xi,X2,...,xe)y' 
= x''u{xi,X2,...,Xj^i,x'b'y',Xj+i,...,xe)y' 
= x^{x'y''i\^u{xi,X2,...,Xj_i,b'y',Xj+i,...,Xi)y' (35) 
= x''{x')^='i\^v{xi,X2,...,Xj^i,b'y',Xj+u...,Xi)y' (36) 
= x''v{xi,X2,...,Xj-i,x'b'y',Xj+i,...,xe)y' (37) 
= x''v{xi,X2,..., Xj-i,Xj, Xj+i,..., xe)y\ 
where the equaUty (37) above follows by Corollary 4.2.2 as y' e S\U and r> gg-l, 
as required . Q 
Corollary 4.2.8. Let (1) be any seminormal identity. Then, for any positive 
integers r, s such that r > go-1, s > /lo — 1, all semigroup identities of the form 
x'^xf^xf • • •xfV - x^Xj^^nxj/^^-.-xj/'ty' ( £ > 3 ) , 
where j is any permutation of the set {1 ,2, . . . , i } and pi,P2,• • • JP^ > 1, are pre-
served under epis in conjtmction with (1). 
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§ 4.3. NON-BALANCED IDENTITIES 
An identity u = v is said to be non-balanced if \xi\u 7^  \xi\v, V Xj in u and v. 
In this section, we establish some sufficient conditions for non-balanced identities to 
be preserved under epis in conjunction with any seminormal identity. 
Theorem 4.3.1. Let (1) be any seminormal identity. Then, for any positive integers 
r, s such that r > ^o — 1, 5 > /ic — 1, all semigroup identities of the form 
x''u{xi,X2,...,Xi)y'= x^v{xi,X2,...,xe)y' (^  > 3), (38) 
where u and v are any words in the variables 2:1,X2,... ,Xi such that \xt\u > s and 
\xt\v > s for alH € {1,2 , . . . ,£}, are preserved under epis in conjunction with (1). 
The following three lemmas, alongwith their respective corollaries which follow 
directly from their respective lemmas, will be required to complete the proof of The-
orem 4.3.L In each lemma we assume that U is any permutative semigroup which 
is dense in S. 
In the following, length of a word u, denoted by i{u), is defined as the sum of 
the occurrences of all variables appearing in u. 
Lemma 4.3.2. Let (1) be any seminormal identity, and let u, v and w be any words 
in the variables Xi,X2,...,Xk {k >2) such that i{u) > go — ^ and i{v) > ho — I. 
Take any ai, 02 , . . . , a^ 6 U and ii, t2, • •• ,tk £ S^. If for each i such that U € S, 
o-i — Vih [ai = biiji] for someyiE S\U and biE S {i = 1,2,.. .,k), then 
u{x)w{aiti,a2t2,.. -,aktk)v{x) = u{x)w{ai,02,...,ak)w{ti,t2,...,tk)v{x) 
[u{x)w{tiai,t2a2,...,tkak)v{x) -= u{x)w{ti,t2,...,tk)w{ai,a2,...,ak)v{x)], 
where x = (xi, 0:2, • - -, a^ jt)-
Proof. Let q be the smallest index, 1 < g < fc, for which tq e S (whence we have 
ttq = yqbq, y, € 5 \ C/, bqE S). Then, we have, 
u{x)w{aiti, a2t2,.. •, aktk)v{x) 
= u{x)w^aiti, 02^2,..., aq-itq_i,yqbqtq,..., aktk)v{x) 
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= u{x)w{ai,a2,...,aq^i,yqbq, a^+i,...,ak)w{l, 1, . . . , ig,.. . , tk)v{x) (39) 
== u{x)w{ai,a2,..., ak)w{ti,t2,..., tk)v{x), 
where the equahty (39) above holds by Corollary 4.2.2 as y^  G S\U and l{v) > hg—l, 
as required. The dual statement may be proved analogously. • 
Corollary 4.3.3. Let (1) be any seminormal identity and let u, v and w be any 
words in the variables Xi,X2,...-,Xk {k > 2). Take any ai,a2, ...,afc G U and 
ti,t2,...,tk G 5^ If for each i such that U G 5, a^  = yibi [cj = biiji] for some 
yi ^ S\U and bj G 5 (i = 1,2,..., fc), and r, s be any positive integers such that 
f^go — ^,s>ho — l, then 
x''u{x)w{aiti, 02^ 2, • • •, aktk)v{x)y^ = x''u{x)w{ai,a2,..., ak)w{ti, ^2,..., tk)v{x)y' 
[x''u{x)w{tiai,t2a2,..., tkak)v{x)y^ = x'"w(x)i/j(;ti, 2^, • • •, tfc)t«(ai, 02,..., ak)v{x)\y\ 
where x — (xi,X2,... ,Xk). 
Lemma 4.3.4. Let (1) be any seminormal identity and let w, v, w and w' be any 
words in the variables 2:1,X2,.. .,xe such that i{w) > go — i, ^{w') >ho — l. If any 
member of C{v) belongs to S\U [any member of C{u) belongs to S\U], then 
w{x)u{x)v{x)w'(x) = w{x)v{x)u{x)w'{x), 
where x = {xi, X2,..., xi). 
Proof. Let Xj G C{v), for some j G {1,2,. . . ,i}, be such that Xj e S\ U. Then by 
Result L6.1, Xj — y'b = 'i/b't' for some y', if e S\U and 6,6' G ?7. Now, because 
the equality (40) below follows by Corollary 4.2.2 ast' e S\U and ^ (w) > QO- i, 
we have 
w{x)u{x)v{x)w'{x) 
= w{x)u{xi ,X2,..., xe)v{xi, X2,..., xe)w'{x) 
= w{x)u{xi,X2,..., xe)v{xi, X2,..., Xj-i, Xj, Xj+i,..., xe)w'{x) 
= w{x)u{xi,X2,.. .,xe)v{xi,X2,.. .,Xj-i,y'b't',Xj+i,.. .,xe)w'{x) 
= u;(x)(y')l^^l"u(xi, x j , . . . , xe)v{xi,X2, • • •, Xj_i, 6't', x^+i,..., xe)w'{x) (40) 
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= w{x){y'y''^\-v{xi,X2,.. .,Xj_i, b't', Xj+i,.. .,Xi)u{xuX2,.. .,xe)w'{x) (41) 
-= w{x)v{xi,X2,..., Xj^i, y'b't', Xj+i,..., X()u{xi, X2,..., xe)w'{x) (42) 
= w{x)v{xi, X2,..., xe)u{xi,X2,..., xe)w'{x) 
= w{x)v{x)u{x)w'{x), 
where the equahty (41) above holds by Cor. 4.2.2 asy' e S\U and i{w') > hg- 1, 
and the equahty (42) above foUows by Corollary 4.2.2 as t' € S\U and £{w) > 5'o-1, 
as required. The dual statement may be proved analogously. • 
Corollary 4.3.5. Let (1) be any seminormal identity and let u, v, w and w' be 
any words in the variables Xi, 2:2,..., X£. Let r, s be any positive integers such that 
f > go- ^, s > ho — 1- If any member of C{v) belongs to S \U [any member of 
C{u) belongs to S\U], then 
x'^w{x)u{x)v{x)w'{x)y^ — x''w{x)v{x)u{x)w' {x)y\ 
where x = (xi, X2,..., xi). 
Lemma 4.3.6. Let (1) be any seminormal identity and let u, v and w be any words 
in the variables Xi,X2,.. .,Xk {k>2) such that i{u) > o^ — 1 and £{w) >ho — l. If 
Xi e S\U, for some z € {1,2,...,k}, then 
u{x)v(x)w{x) = u{x){xi)^^'^''v{x )w{x) 
in S^{ in fact the two products are equal in S), where x = {xi,X2,..., Xk) and 
X = (a;i,2;2, • • • ,a^i-i , l ,a;i+i, • • • ,Xk), 
for all rci,a;2,...,Xk & S (thus the product v{x ) is obtained from the product v{x) 
by ommitting all the occurences of the element Xj). 
Proof. As Xi e S\U, by Result 1.6.1 xi = y'b'if for some y',t' €S\U, b' eU, 
and where y'b' G U. Because the equality (43) below follows by Corollary 4.2.2 as 
f e S\U and £{u) > 5o - l, we have 
u{x)v{x)w{x) 
= u{x)v{xi,X2,...,Xi-i,y'b'f,Xi+i,...,Xk)w{x) 
= u{x){y'b')^'''^-v{xi,X2,...,Xi-.i,t',Xi+i,...,Xk)w{x) (43) 
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= u(x)(y'6't')l^'l'"y(xi,X2,...,Xi_i,l,Xi+i,...,Xfc)w(x) (44) 
= ii(x)(xi)l^'l''^;(xi, X2,..., Xi_i, 1, Xi+i,..., Xfc)w(x) 
= u(x)(xi)l^''''i;(x')u;(x), 
where the equahty (44) above follows by Cor. 4.2.2 as y' E S\U and i(w) > ho —I, 
as required. • 
CoroUfiry 4.3.7. Let (1) be any seminormal identity and let u, v and w be any 
words in the variables Xi, X2,..., Xfc {k >2). Let r, s be any positive integers such 
that r>go — l,s>ho — l. li xi £ S\U, for some i G {1,2,..., k}, then for any 
x ,Xi ,X2 , . . . ,Xfc ,y e S 
x''u{x)v{x)w{x)y^ = x''u{x){xi)^'''^''v{x)w{x)y^ in 5 \ 
where x = (xi,X2,. ..,Xfc) and x = (xi,X2,...,Xi_i, l,Xi+i,.. .,Xfc). 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.1. Take any semigroups U and S with U dense in S, and 
assume that C/ satisfies (1) and (38). As U satisfies (1), by Result 1.6.5 S also 
satisfies (1). Now, we show that the identity (38) is also satisfied by S. 
Take any di,d2,...,diES. If some di £ U, there is a zigzag in S^ over U with 
value di, namely, di = di.l = l.di.l = l.dj. And ii di E S\U, then there is a zigzag 
over U in S", hence in S^. Thus di,d2,...,di all have zigzags over C/ in 5^ of some 
common length [44, Lemma 4.2], say 
" t — " 0 ''1 ) "O ~" i / l " l > 
i/fc "2fc — yfc+l"2fc+l' "'2k-rk ~ "'2k''k+V 
42.-1*2 = 41 ySot = di; {l<i<i,l<k<m-l), (45) 
where af eU {i = l,2,...J, j = 0,l,...,2m) and 4 ' \ Vq^ € 5^ for z = 1,2,... ,^ 
and 9 = 1,2,..., m. Further, for each dj e 5 \ t/", we may assume that tq and y. 
are in S\U [44, Lemma4.2]. 
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Now as in [44], let x = (xi, X2,..., xe). With this notation, the identity (38) becomes 
x'"it(x)y* = x^v{x)y^. 
Also, let 
d = {di,d2,...,de)\ 
~^k = ( 4 ' \ a f ) , . . . , 4')) (A; = 0 , 1 , . . . , 2m); 
i, = (4'\4'\---,4'^) (g=l,2,. . . ,m); 
Vq = iyg^\yi^\---,y?) {q=l,2,...,m). 
We now, wish to show that x''u{d)y^ = x^v{d)y^. 
By [44, Lemma 4.3], d G 5^ is in the dominion of t/t^ ' in {S^f\ where T^, for 
any semigroup T and for any integer 7 > 2, denotes the cartesian product of the 
7-copies of T. In fact, d has a zigzag over C/1^1 in (5^)'^'of length m as follows: 
rf = aoti, ao = yiai, 
yka'2k = yk+ia'2k+l, 0,2k-\tk = 0'2kik+\, 
hm-lim = a2m, ' yma2m = d] {1 < k < TTl - 1, 1 < l < Ul - 1), (46) 
where at € t/M. (i = 0 ,1 , . . . , 2m) and yq, iq € {S^f^ (g = 1,2,..., m). 
So suppose that x,y, di,d2,...,d£ES. If all the variables in u are from U, 
then, by Lemma 4.2.3, x^u{d)y^ = x^v{d)y% as required. Hence, we may assume 
that there exists at least one dj {1 < j < i), say, such that dj E S \U. Then 
t\^\ yf ^  G 5 \ C/ for aU i = 1,2,..., m. Therefore, 
x''u{d)y^ 
= x'"w(aoti)y^ (from equations (46)) 
— x'^u{ao)u{ii)y^ (by Lemma 4.3.2) 
= xyao)(t?'^)l^^l"u(fiV [hy COT. 4.3.7 as t^^eS\U) 
= x'"w(ao)(4 '^^ )l^ >l"w(fi')y* (by Lemma 4.2.3 as \xj\n > s) 
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= x''v{yiai)u{ii)y' (by equations (46) and Cor. 4.3.7 as t[^^ eS\U) 
= x'-v{yi)v{di)uiii)y' (by dual of Cor. 4.3.3 as yj^ '^  e 5 \ [/) 
= x'-v{ai)v{yi)uiii)y' (by Cor. 4.3.5 as yf^  eS\U) 
= x'-via,){y['^p^^v{yi)u{h)y' (by Cor. 4.3.7 as y? eS\U) 
= x^u{ai){yiy^^^''v{yi)u{ii)y^ (by Lemma 4.2.3 as \xj\y > s) 
= x''u{ai)v{yi)u{ii)y' (by Corollary 4.3.7 as y[^^ eS\U) 
= x'^v{yi)u{aiii)y^ (by Corollaries 4.3.3 and 4.3.5) 
= x^f (yi)u(a2^2)y^ (from equations (46)). 
Continuing in this way, we obtain 
x''u{d)y^ 
= x''v{yi)u{a2i2)y' 
X''v{ym-l)u{a2m-2im)y^ 
x^v{ym-i)u{a2m-2)u{im)y' (by Corollary 4.3.3) 
x''u{a2m-2)v{ym-i)u{im)y' (by Corollary 4.3.5 as y^£_^ ^S\U) 
x'^u{d2m-2){y^liP^Mym-Mim)y' (by Cor. 4.3.7 as y^Li eS\U) 
x''v{a2m-2){y';^li)^'''^''v{y^_i)u{im)y' (by Lemma 4.2.3 as \.Xj\y > s) 
x''v{a2m-2)v{ym-i)u(im)y' (by Corollary 4.3.7) 
x''v{ym-i]v{d2m-2)u{im)y^ (by CoroUaxy 4.3.5 ast^ eS\U) 
x''v{ym-ia2m-2)u{im)y^ (by the dual of Corollary 4.3.3) 
x''v{yma2m-i)u(tm)y^ (from equations (46)) 
x'^v{ym)v{a2m-i)u(^m)y' (by the dual of Corollary 4.3.3) 
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= x''v{a2m-i)v{ym)u{im)y' (by Cor. 4.3.5 as yli^ eS\ U) 
= x^v{a2m-i){y^JJp^^viyJu{im)y' (byCor. 4.3.7 as yH^G5\[ /) 
= x''u{a2m-i){ym)^'''^"v{y^)u{i„^)y' (by Lemma 4.2.3 as \xj\y > s) 
= x''u{a2m-i)v{ym)u{im)y' (by Corollary 4.3.7) 
= x'^v{ym)u{a2m-iim)y^ (by Cor. 4.3.5 as ym 6 S\ U and by Cor. 4.3.3) 
= x''v{ym)u{a2m)y' (from equations (46)) 
= x'-ui~a2m)v{ym)y' (by Cor. 4.3.5 as 4 £ = a'^l_/Ji> and t^A^eSX U) 
= x'-u{a2m)[y'i^p\Mym)y' (by Cor. 4.3.7 as 2/^ ^ € 5 \ [/) 
:= x'v[a2m){ym)^'^'^''v{y^)y' (by Lemma 4.2.3 as |xj|^ > s) 
= x'"u(a2m)u(^ m)y* (by Corollary 4.3.7) 
= x'-v{ym)v{a2m)y' (by Cor. 4.3.5 as a!il = a?2_iim and t^ ^ G 5 \ ?7) 
= x'^v{ymO'2m)y^ (by the dual of Lemma 4.3.2) 
= x'^v{d)y^ (from equations (46)). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. • 
By a dual argument, we may prove the following: 
Theorem 4.3.8. Let (1) be any seminormal identity. Then, for any positive integers 
r, s such that r > QO - I, s > ho — I, ail semigroup identities of the form 
x''u{xi,X2,...,xe)y'' = x''v{xi,X2,...,xt)y' (^  > 3), 
where u and v are any words in the variables Xi,X2,... ,X£ such that |a;f|„ > r and 
\xt\v > r for all i € {1,2,..., i}, are preserved under epis in conjunction with (1). 
By arguments similar to the proofs of Theorems 4.3.1 and 4.3.8, we have 
Theorem 4.3.9. Let (1) be any seminormal identity. Then, for any positive integers 
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r, s such that r > g^ — 1, s > /lo — 1, all semigroup identities of the form 
x''u{xi,X2,..., xe)y^ = x''v{xi, X2,..., X()y' (£ > 3), 
where u and v are any words in the variables xi,X2,. •. ,Xi such that \xt\u > r and 
\xt\v > s [\xt\u > s and \xt\v > r] for all i G (1,2, . . . , £}, are preserved under epis 
in conjunction with (1). 
Now, we state the following theorem by combining Theorems 4.3.1, 4.3.8 and 
4.3.9. 
Theorem 4.3.10. Let (1) be any seminormal identity. Then, for any positive 
integers r, s such that r > go — 1, s>ho — l,aii\. semigroup identities of the form 
x'"w(xi, X2,..., xe)y' = x''v{xi,X2,. • •, Xi)y' (^  > 3), 
where u and v are any words in the variables Xi,X2,..-,xe such that for all 
te {1,2,...,^} either, 
(i) \xt\u > s, |a;t|t; > s; or 
(ii) \xt\u > r, \xt\y > s; or 
(iii) \xt\u > s, \xt\y > r; or 
(iv) \xt\u > r, \xt\y > r; 
are preserved under epis in conjunction with (1). 
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CHAPTER 5 
ON SOME SEMIGROUP IDENTITIES 
§ 5.1. INTRODUCTION 
A variety V of semigroups is said to be heterotypical if it admits a heterotypical iden-
tity. P. M. Higgins [31], gave a necessary and sufficient condition for a heterotypical 
variety to be saturated, by showing that, a heterotypical variety is saturated if and 
only if it admits an identity, not a permutation identity, of which atleast one side 
has no repeated variable. 
In [46], N. M. Khan, by a different technique, gave a sufficient condition for 
a heterotypical variety to be saturated. He showed that if a semigroup variety V 
admits a heterotypical identity of which atleast one side has no repeated variable, 
then V is saturated. Since every saturated variety is epimorphically closed, there-
fore, any such variety is also epimorphically closed. Hence all heterotypical identities 
whose atleast one side has no repeated variable are preserved under epis in conjunc-
tion with any non-trivial permutation identity. Khan [48] had further shown, jointly 
with Higgins [30], that all identities are preserved under epis in conjunction with left 
[right] semicommutativity. But Higgins [30] had shown that the identity xyx — yxy 
is not preserved under epis in conjunction with the normality identity. 
Therefore, it is natural to determine all heterotypical identities whose both sides 
contain repeated variables and preserved under epis in conjunction with any semi-
normal identity. 
Like Chapter 4, in Section 5.2 of the present chapter, we answer question (2) 
partially for heterotypical identities, by estabUshing some sufficient conditions for 
such semigroup identities to lie in this class, while Section 5.3 deals with establishing 
some sufficient conditions for some more semigroup identities to be preserved under 
epis in conjunction with a seminormal identity. However, determination of all such 
semigroup identities to lie in this class, again remains an open problem. 
§ 5.2. HETEROTYPICAL IDENTITIES 
In this section, we establish some sufficient conditions for heterotypical identi-
ties to be preserved under epis in conjunction with any seminormal identity. The 
conditions eatabUshed here are quite similar to those established for homotypical 
identities in Chapter 4. The results of this section are under the similar assump-
tions as those of Chapter 4, and may be reaUsed as their heterotypical analogue. 
The following corollary easily follows from Lemma 4.2.3. 
Corollary 5.2.1. Let U be any permutative semigroup which is dense in S. Let U 
satisfies 
x'u{xi,X2,..., xt)y' = x''v{zi, Z2, • • •, Zp)y', (47) 
where u and v are any words in xi, X2,..., x^ , Zi, Z2,..., Zp respectively, and r, s 
are any positive integers. Then the identity (47) is also satisfied V x, ?/ € S and 
Xi,X2,...,Xe, Zi,Z2,...,Zp G U. 
The following corollary directly follows from Lemma 4.2.3 and Corollary 5.2.1 
Corollary 5.2.2. Let U be any permutative semigroup which is dense in S, and 
Pi,P2,---,Pe, Qi,<l2,---,<lp, T and s be any positive integers. If U satisfies 
x'-x?^  • • • x^ y^^  = xfx^ • • • xl^f = x^zf •.. z^^y' = x^^z^^ • • • zfjf, (48) 
where j and A are any permutations of the sets {1,2,..., ^ } and {1,2,... ,p} respec-
tively. Then the identity (48) also holds ^ x,y e S and x i , . . . , x ,^ ^ i , . . . , Zp € C/. 
In the following corollary, U is any permutative semigroup which is dense in S. 
Corollary 5.2.3. Let (1) be any seminormal identity and let u be any word in the 
variables xi, X2,...,xe such that Xj e S\U for some j €{1 ,2 , . . . ,i}. Then, for 
any positive integers r and s such that r>go-h s>ho-l, 
X^ U(X1, X2,. .. , Xj, . . •, ^ i)y' = x'-iXjP^-uiXi, X2,.. ., Xj-U 1, X^+i,..., Xt)y' 
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Proof. As Xj e S\ U, by Result 1.6.1 Xj •= x'b = x'b'y' for some x',y' e S\U and 
b,b' e U with b = b'y'. Now as equalities (49) and (50) below follow by Corollary 
4.2.2 asy'eS\U,r>go-l and x' e S\U, s > ho - I respectively, we have 
x''u{xi,X2,...,Xj,...,xe)y' 
= x''u{xi,X2,..., Xj^i, x'b'y', Xj+i,..., xe)y' 
= x''{x')^''^\^u{xi,X2,...,Xj^i,b'y',Xj+i,...,xe)y' (49) 
= x''{x'b'y')^'''^^u{xi,X2,...,Xj_i,l,Xj+u...,xe)y' (50) 
= x^(xj)l'^jl"ii(a;i, X2, • • •, Xj^i, 1, x^+i,...,a;£)y^ 
as required. 
The dual statement may be proved analogously. • 
Theorem 5.2.4. Let (1) be any seminormal identity. Then, for any positive integers 
r, s such that r > QO-I, S > /io - 1, all heterotypical identities of the type 
x''u{xi,X2,...,xe)y' =x''v{zi,Z2,... ,Zp)y', (51) 
where u and v are any words in rci,2:2,• .••,xc, Zi,Z2,...,Zp respectively such that 
\^i\u > r V i e {1,2, . . . ,£} and |zt|„ > r V t e {1,2 , . . . ,p}, are preserved under 
epis in conjunction with (1). 
Proof. Take any semigroups U and S with U dense in S and assume that U 
(and hence S, by Result 1.6.5) satisfies the identity (1). We shall show that if U 
satisfies (51), then so does S. So let x, y,xi,X2,.. .,xe, zuZ2,...,Zp € S. If all 
of xi,X2,...,X£, zi,Z2,...,Zp e U, then the result holds by Corollary 5.2.1. So, 
assume that not all of xi,X2, •. •,a;^, zi,z2,---,Zp are from U. First, assume that 
there exists some Xj, j € {1, 2,...,£} such that Xj e S\ U. By Result 1.6.1, let 
(2) be a zigzag of minimum length m over U with value Xj. Now 
x''u(xi,X2,...,X£)y* 
= x''u(xi, X2,. . . , Xj_i, Xj, Xj+i,..., Xi)y' 
= x''w(xi,X2,...,Xj_i,yma2m,Xj+i, •.. ,xe)y' (by the zigzag equations) 
= x'iymP^Mxu•••,xj^i,a2m,...,Xijy" (by Cor. 5.2.3 as t/^ € 5 \ ?7) 
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= a;'"(y^)l'^ l^"t;(t;i,t;2, • • • ,Wp)y^  (by Cor. 5.2.1 for any ;^i,V2, •. • ,Up G C/) 
= x'"(2/„i)l'^jl"u(xi,... ,Xj_i,a2m-i, 2:^+1,.. •,x^)y' (by Cor. 5.2.1 as \xj\u > r) 
= x''u{xi,... ,Xj-uyma2m-i,Xj+i,... ,xe)y' (by Cor. 5.2.3 as y^ E 5 \ C/) 
= x''u{xi,..., Xj_i,ym-ia2m-2, Xj+i,..., Xe)y' (by the zigzag equations) 
= x'"(y^_i)l^^l"M(xi,.. .,Xj^ua2m-2,Xj+i,.. •,xe)y\ 
where the last equality follows by Corollary 5.2.3 as ym-i ^ S\U. Continuing this 
way, we obtain 
x''u{xuX2,...,xe)y' 
= x''(ym_i)l'^ ^l"M(xi,.. .,Xj_i,a2m-2,Xj-^.i,.. .,xe)y' 
= a ; ' ' (y i ) l ' ^>l"w(2i , . . . ,Xj - i ,02 ,Xj+i , . . . , x i )y ' 
= x'{yi)\''^^^v{vi,V2,...,Vp)y' (by Cor. 5.2.1 for any Vi,^2,...,Up G f/) 
= a;''(yi)l^^l"u(xi,...,Xj_i,ai,...,a;£y (by Cor. 5.2.1 as |a;j|„ > r) 
= x''u{xi,...,Xj_i, yiai, Xj+i,..., Xi)y' (by Cor. 5.2.3 as j/i e 5 \ C/) 
= x'uixi,..., Xj^i, ao, Xj+i,..., xe)y' (by the zigzag equations) 
= x''ui{ui,U2,...,Ui)y^ (for any u^U2,...,uee U). 
Similarly, \iZq^S\U for some 5 G {1,2,,..,p}, we may prove that 
x'vizi,Z2,• • •,Zp)y' = x''v{vi,V2,...,Vp)y\ for any vi,V2,...,Vp^U. 
Therefore, using Corollary 5.2.1, we have 
x''u{xi,X2,...,xe)y' = x'vizi,Z2,...,Zp)y\ 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2.4. 
Dually we have the following 
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Theorem 5.2.5. Let (1) be any seminormal identity. Then, for any positive integers 
r, s such that r > QO— I, s > ho — I, all heterotypical identities of the type 
x''u{xi,X2,..., xe)y' = x''v{zi, Z2, • • •, Zp)y', 
where u and v are words mxi,... ,X(, zi,...,Zp such that |xj|u > s V z G {1,2, . . . , £} 
and \zt\v > s V i G {1,2, . . . ,p}, are preserved under epis in conjunction with (1). 
By arguments similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2.4 and Theorem 5.2.5, we have. 
Theorem 5.2.6. Let (1) be any seminormal identity. Then, for any positive integers 
r, s such that r > gg— 1, s > ho — I, aW heterotypical identities of the type 
x''u{xi, X2,..., xt)y' = x''v{zi, Z2, • • •, Zp)y\ 
where u and v are words in the variables xi,X2,.. .,a;^, Z\,Z2,...,Zp such that 
\xi\u > r, \zt\v > s [\xi\u > s, \zt\v > r] Vz € {1,2, . . . ,£} and V i € {1,2, . . . , p } , 
are preserved under epis in conjunction with (1). 
Now by combining Theorems 5.2.4, 5.2.5 and 5.2.6, we have 
Theorem 5.2.7. Let (1) be any seminormal identity. Then, for any positive integers 
r, s such that r>go — l, s > ho ~ I, all heterotypical identities of the type 
x''u{xi,X2,..., Xi)y' = x''v{zi, Z2,..., Zp)y\ 
where u and v are any words in Xi, . . . , x^, Zi,...,Zp such .that V i € {1,2, . . . ,^} 
and V t € {1,2, . . . ,p} either, 
(i) \xi\u > r, \zt\v > r; or 
(ii) \xi\u > s, \zt\v > s; or 
(iii) \xi\u > s, \zt\v > r; or 
(iv) \xi\u > r, \zt\v > s; 
are preserved under epis in conjunction with (1). 
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The next result shows that if the content of u is contained in the content of v or 
vice-versa, then the condition on occurences of variables in both u and v may be 
relaxed. 
Theorem 5.2.8. Let (1) be any seminormal identity. Then, for any positive integers 
r, s such that r > go — I, s > hg — I, all heterotypical identities of the form 
x''u{xi,X2,...,Xi)y^ = x''v{xi,X2,...,xt)y% (52) 
for some words u and u in Xi, X2,...,X£ such that \/ i E {1,2,... ,i}, either 
(i) C{v) C C{u) and \xi\y, > r; or 
(ii) C{u) C C{v) and |xi|^ > r; 
are preserved under epis in conjunction with (1). 
We shall prove the theorem for case (i). The proof for case (ii) will follow similarly. 
Proof. Take any semigroups U and S with U dense in S and assume that U (and 
hence S, by Result 1.6.5) satisfies the identity (1). We shall show that when U 
satisfies (52), then so does S. So let x, y,Xi,X2,..-,xi G S. If all of x i , . . . , xg G U, 
then the result holds by Lemma 4.2.3. So assiune that not all of Xi, 0:2,..., X( are 
from U. Let Xj e S, j e {1, 2 , . . . , 4 be such that Xj e S\ U. By Result 1.6.1, 
let (2) be a zigzag of minimum length m over U with value Xj. Now as the equality 
(53) below follows by Corollary 5.2.3 because Vm ^ S\U, and the equalities (54) 
and (55) below follow by Lemma 4.2.3 as \xj\u > r, we have 
x''u{xi,...,xg)y^ 
= x''u{xi,..., Xj^i, Xj,Xj+i,..., xe)y^ 
= x''u{xi,...,Xj_i,yma2m,Xj+i,...,xe)y' (by the zigzag equations) 
= X^'iVrnT'^M^U • • • ) Xj-h a2m, Xj+i, . . . , Xe)y' (53) 
= x''{y„,)^^i^''v{xi,..., Xj.i,a2m, Xj+i,..., xe)y' (54) 
= x''{ymP^M^u • • •, Xj.i, a2m-i, Xj+1,..., xe)y' (55) 
(xi,...,Xj-uyma2m-i,Xj+u...,xe)y' (by Cor. 5.2.3 asymeS\U) 
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= x'^u 
= x''u(xi,..., Xj-i,ym-\a2m-2, ^j+i, • • •, ^i)y' (by the zigzag equations) 
= x'"(y^_i)l'^:'l"it(xi,... ,x^_i, a2m-2, a;j+i,... ,2;^)y^ 
where the last equahty follows by Corollary 5.2.3 because j/m-i & S\U. Continuing 
in this way, we obtain 
x''u(xi,...,Xi)y' 
= a;'"(ym-i)'''^'"w(3;i,.. .,Xj_i,a2m-2,Xj+i,.. .,xe)y' 
= x''{yi)^''J^''u{xi,... ,Xj_i,a2,Xj+i,.. .,Xi)y' 
= x''(yi)l''jl"v(xi,.. .,Xj-i,Xj,Xj+i,.. .,Xi)y' (by Lemma 4.2.3 as |xj|„ > r) 
= a;'"(yi)'^^'"«(a;i,..., Xj^i, oi, Xj+i,..., xc)y^ (by Lemma 4.2.3 as \xj\u > r) 
= a;'''u(xi,..., Xj-i,yiai, Xj+i,..., Xi)y' (by Cor. 5.2.3 as yi G S\U) 
— x^u{xi,..., Xj_i, ao, Xj+i,..., X£)t/^  (by the zigzag equations) 
= x'^v{xi,...,Xj_i,Xj,Xj+i,...,xe)y^ (by Lemma 4.2.3 as C{v) C C(u)), 
as required. • 
Dually we have the following. 
Theorem 5.2.9. Let (1) be any seminormal identity. Then, for any positive integers 
r, s such that r > ^o — 1, s > /lo — 1, all heterotypical identities of the form 
x''u(xi, a;2,..., xi)y' = x''v{xi, X2, • • •, xe)y\ 
for some words u and v in 2:1, 2:2,..., x^ such that V i € {1 ,2 , . . . , ^}, either 
(i) C{v) C C{u) and |xi|u > s; or 
(ii) C(it) C C{v) and |xi|„ > 5; 
are preserved under epis in conjunction with (1). 
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In the next theorem, we, again, find some sufficient conditions on heterotypical iden-
tities whose both sides contain repeated variables, to be preserved under epis. 
Theorem 5.2.10. Let (1) be any seminormal identity. Then, for any positive 
integers r, s such that r > gg — l, s > hg — l, sll heterotjqDical identities of the type 
x''u(xi,X2,..., Xfc, Xfc+i,..., xe)y' = x''v{xi,X2,..., Xk)y', (56) 
for some words u and v such that \xi\u = \xi\y > r, V z G {1,2, ...,A;} and 
\xt\u > s, V t G {A; + 1, . . . , ^ } , are preserved under epis in conjunction with (1). 
Proof. Take any semigroups U and S with U dense in S and assume that U (and 
hence S, by Result 1.6.5) satisfies the identity (1). We shall show that if U satisfies 
(56), then so does S. So, let x, y,xi,X2,.. .^xee S. If all of Xi, X2,.. .,xe EU, then 
the result holds by Lemma 4.2.3. So assume that not all of Xi, 2:2,..., xe are from 
U. Then, there exists some Xj, j G {1, 2 , . . . ,£}, such that Xj e S\ U. By Result 
1.6.1, let (2) be a zigzag of minimum length m over U with value Xj. 
Case (i). j G {1,2 , . . . ,fc}. Now 
x''v{xi,...,Xj,...,Xk)y^ 
= x''v{xi,...,yma2m, •••,Xk)y' (by the zigzag equations) 
= x''{ymy^^^^v{xi,...,a2m,•••,Xk)y' (by Cor. 5.2.3 as y^ G 5\C/) 
= x''{ymy'''^"u{xi,...,a2m,...,Xk,...,xe)y' (by Lemma 4.2.3 as \xj\v > r) 
= x''u{xi,..., yma2m,..., Xfc,..., xe)y' (by Cor. 5.2.3 asymeS\U) 
= x''u{xi, ...,Xj,...,Xk,..., xe)y^ (by the zigzag equations), 
as required. 
Case (ii). j e {k + l,...,^}. Suppose that j = q{k + \<q<i). 
Since equality (57) below follows by Lemma 4.2.3 for any 6fc+i,..., 6^  G (7, we have 
a;''t;(xi,X2, ...,a:p, ...,Xfc)y* 
= x''u(xi,...,Xfc,6jfc+i,...,65,...,6£)y* (57) 
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= x''v{xi,..., Xp,..., Xk)y^ (by Lemma 4.2.3) 
= x''u{xi,... ,Xk,bk+i,... ,bg-i,ao,bg+i,... ,be)y^ (by Lemma 4.2.3) 
= x'"n(xi, ...,Xk, bk+i,..., bq-i,yiai,bq+i,..., bi)y^ (by the zigzag equations) 
= x''u(a;i,...,6fc+i,...,feg_i,ai,...,6f)(yi)l^'l"y" (by Cor. 5.2.3 as yi € 5 \ [/) 
= x^v{xi,X2,. •. ,a;fe)(yi)'^ ''l"y* ( by Lemma 4.2.3 as \xq\u > s) 
= x'"u(xi,...,6fc+i,...,6q_i,a2,...,fef)(yi)l^«l"y^ ( by Lemma 4.2.3 as |xq|„ > s) 
= x''u{xi,... ,bk+u... ,bq^i,yia2,bq+i,... ,be)y' (by Cor. 5.2.3 as yi e S\U) 
= X''M(XI, ...,Xfc,bk+u•••,bq-i,y2a3,bq+i,...,be)y' (by the zigzag equations) 
= x'"M(xi,...,Xfc,6ik+i,...,69-i,a3,feq+i,...,6£)(y2)'''''"y* (by Cor. 5.2.3). 
Continuing in this way, we obtain 
x''v{xi,...,Xp,...,Xk)y' 
= X ' 'M(XI , ...,Xk, bk+u • • •, bg-i, a s , bq+i,..., 6£)(y2)''' ' '"y* 
= X'"'U(X1, . . . , Xfe, bk+i, . . . , bg-i,a2m-l,bq+i, . . . , &f)(ym)'""''" 2/' 
= x' 'u(xi , . . . , XA;)(y„i)l^ <'l"t/* (by Lemma 4.2.3 as \xg\u > s) 
= x''u{xi,..., bk+i,..., a2m, •••, fe£)(2/m)'''''"y^ ( by Lemma 4.2.3 as \xq\u > s) 
= x''u{xi,..., bk+1,..., bq-i,yma2m, bg+1,..., be) (by Cor. 5.2.3 asy„,eS\U) 
= x''w(xi, ...,Xk, Xk+1,..., Xq-1, Xq, Xq+i,..., Xi)y^ (by the zigzag equations). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2.10. • 
Dually we may also prove the following 
Theorem 5.2.11. Let (1) be any seminormal identity. Then, for any positive 
integers r, s such that r > po - 1 , s > /lo - 1 , all heterotypical identities of the type 
a;''u(xi,X2,...,Xfc,Xfe+i,...,Xi)y' = x''v{xi,X2,...,Xk)y\ 
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for some words u and v such that |xj|„ = \xi\y > s, V i 6 (1,2, ...,A;} and 
\^t\u >i~, y t ^ {k + l,... ,i}, are preserved under epis in conjunction with (1). 
§ 5.3. SOME MORE SEMIGROUP IDENTITIES 
In this section, we further establish some more sufficient conditions for semi-
group identities to be preserved under epis in conjunction with any seminormal 
identity. 
Theorem 5.3.1. Let (1) be any seminormal identity. Then, for any positive integers 
r, s such that r > gg — l, s > /IQ — 1, all heterotypical identities of the form 
a;iX2 • • • Xrv{puP2,... ,Pe)ziZ2 • • • z, = a;j, • • • Xi^u{pi,p2, • • • ,Pe)zx, • • • -ZA., (58) 
where i and A are any permutations of the sets {1 ,2 , . . . , r} and {1 ,2 , . . . , s} respec-
tively and V, u are any words mpi,p2, •.•,Pe such that C(v)\JC{u) = {pi,P2, • • • ,Pe}, 
are preserved under epis in conjuction with (1). 
We shall complete the proof of Theorem 5.3.1 in the form of following lemmas. 
Lemma 5.3.2. Let U be any permutative semigroup which is dense in S and let U 
satisfies 
XiX2• • • Xrv{puP2,•.• ,Pe)ziZ2• • • z^ = Xi, • • • Xi^u{pi,p2,• • • ,Pe)zx, •••zx,, (59) 
where i and A are any permutations of the sets {1 ,2 , . . . , r} and {1 ,2 , . . . , s} re-
spectively and u, V are any words 'mpi,p2,...,pe- Then, for any positive integers 
r, s such that r > QO — I, s > ho — 1, the identity (59) is also satisfied for all 
Xi^,Xi^,...,Xi^ eS andzx„zx2,...,zx„Pi,P2,...,PeeU. 
Proof. For k — 1,2,.. . ,r; consider the word Xi^xi^ •••Xi^ of lenght k. We shall 
prove the lemma by induction on the length of these words, assuming that the re-
maining elements Xj^^^,..., Xj^  are from U. 
First for A; = 1, i.e., when Xi^ E S mdxi^,..., Xi^ E U, we wish to show that the 
identity (59) holds. When Xi^ E U, (59) holds trivially. So, assume that Xi^ ES\U. 
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By Result 1.6.1, let (2) be a zigzag of minimum length m over U with value Xi^. 
For ease of writing, we introduce some notations: 
W2{Xi,,Xi^,...,Xi^) = X i X 2 - - - X r . = U2{xi,X2, • . • , Xr)] 
Using these notations, the lemma asserts that 
Wi{Xi„Xi^, ..., XiJu(p)zAi • • • 2A, = W2iXi„Xi^, ..., Xi^)v{p)ziZ2 • • • Zg 
or that 
Ui{Xi,X2, . . . , Xr)u{p)zxi ' ' ' Zx, = U2{Xi, X2, . • . , Xr)v{p)ziZ2 • • • Zg. 
Case (i). ii = 1. Now 
Xi^Xi^---Xi^u{p)zx^Zx^---Zx, 
= yma2mXi^ • • • Xi^u{p)zx,zx^ • • • A^. (by the zigzag equations) 
= ymW^l(a2m, Xi^,..., Xi^)u{p)zx,Zx2 • • • ^A. 
= ym'W2{0'2m, Xi^,...,Xi^)v{p)ziZ2 • • • Za (ss U satisfies (59)) 
= yma2mX2---XrV{p)ziZ2---Zs 
= a;iX2• • • Xrv{p)ziZ2•••Zs (by the zigzag equations), 
as required. 
Case (ii). 1 < ii < r. Now put j = ii. 
Xi^Xi2 • • • Xi^u(p)zxiZx2 •••zx, 
= yma2mXi2 • • • Xi^u{p)zx^zx^ • • • Zx, (by the zigzag equations) 
= ymWi{a2m, Xi^,..., Xi^)u{p)zx^Zx^ • • • Zx, 
= ymW2{a2 )v{p)ziZ2•••Zs (asU satisfies (59)) 
= ymXlX2 • •' Xj-ia2mXj+l • •' XrV{p)ZiZ2 •' • Zg 
= ymXiX2 • • • Xj-ia2m-itmXj+i • • • Xrv{p)ziZ2 • • • z^ (by the zlgzag equations) 
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= yma2m-iXi • • • Xj-itm '' • Xrv{p)zi • • • Zg (by Result 1.6.11 as y^, t^E S\U) 
= ym.-ia2m-2Xi • • • Xj^itm''' Xrv{p)zi • • • Zs (by the zigzag equations) 
= ym-lXl---Xj_ia2m-2'tTn---XrV{p)zi- --Zs ( 60 ) 
= ym-\X\ • • • Xj_ia2m-3tm-i''' Xrv{p)zi • • • z^ (by the zigzag equations), 
where the equality (60) above follows by Result 1.6.11 as ym-i, t^ E S\U. Con-
tinuing in this way, we obtain 
Xi.Xi^ • • • Xi^u{p)zx,Zx^ • • • Zx, 
= ym-lXl • • • Xj_ia2m-3tni-lX • • • XrV{p)ziZ2 • • • Zg 
= yiXlX2 • • • Xj_iaitiXj^i • • • XrV{p)ziZ2 • • • Zg 
= yiXi • • • Oi • • • Xrv{p)tiZi •••Zs (by Cor. 4.2.2 asyi E S\U and s>ho- I) 
= yiXi^^-Xj_iaiXj+i---Xrv(p)ciC2..Cst[z (61) 
= yiU2{xi,...X2,...,Xj^l,ai,Xj+i,...,Xr)v{p)CiC2---Cst[z 
= yiUi{xi,...,Xj_i,ai,Xj+i,...,Xr)u{p)cxi • • • cx,t[z (as U satisfies (59)), 
where the equaUty (61) above follows by Result 1.6.10 for some Ci,C2,. ..,Cs EU and 
t[ E S\U as ti E S\U, and where z = ziZ2•• • Zg. Now the word Wi(6)6)• ••i^r) 
begins with ^{^ — (j, the above product in S contains yiOi. Thus, using the fact 
that yitti = Co from the zigzag equations, we have 
Xi^Xi^ • • • Xi^u{p)zx^Zx2 • • • Zx, 
= yiUli^U • • • , Xj^i, ai, Xj+i, . . . , Xr)u{p)cxi • • • Cxj'iZ 
= Ui{Xi, . . . , Xj_i,ao, Xj+i,..., Xr)u{p)cx^Cx^ • • • Cx^^iZ 
,Xj^l,ao,Xj+i,. ..,Xr )v{p)ciC2...CsfiZ (as U satisfies (59)) 
= xi • • • Xj-ittoXj+i • • • Xrv{p)ciC2...CsifiZi • • • Zg (by the definition of z) 
= xi • • • Xj-iaoXj+i • • • Xrv{p)tiZiZ2•••Zg (by Result 1.6.10 as CiC2• • • Cgt[ — ti) 
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= Xi • • • Xj^ittotiXj^i • • • XrV{p)zi • • • Zs ( 6 2 ) 
= X1X2 • • • Xj^iXjXj^i • • • Xrv(p)ziZ2' • • Zg (by the zigzag equations), 
where the equahty (62) above follows by Corollary 4.2.2 as ao = y\ai with y^ G S\U 
and s > /lo — 1, as required. 
This completes the proof in Case (ii). 
Case (iii). 1 < zi and Zi = r. 
The proof in this case may be obtained by modifying the proof in Case (ii) in 
the following way: 
(a) Replace the word Xj+i •••Xr by 1; 
(b) Replace (xi,X2,... ,a;j-i,ai,Xj+i,... ,Xr) by {xi,X2,... ,Xr-uai)\ 
(c) Replace (a;i,X2,... ,Xj_i,00,2:^+1,... ,Xr) by (xi,X2,... ,2:^-1,ao). 
This is the end of the proof in case (iii) and thus, of the base of the induction. 
So assume inductively that the lemma holds for all Xi^,Xi^,..., Xi^_^ € S and for 
all Xi^,Xi^_^^,... ,Xi^ ^U. Prom this assumption, we shall prove that the lemma also 
holds for all Xi^,Xi^,..., Xi^ G S and Xi^^^,. ..,Xi^ ^U. Again, we need not consider 
the case where Xj^  E U. So we assume that Xi^ E^ S\U. By Result 1.6.1, we may let 
(2) be a zigzag of minimum length m over U with value Xi^. Put j = iq and i = iq-i. 
Case (1). e = j -I. Now 
Xi,Xi2---Xi^u{p)zx^Zx2---Zx, 
= Xi^Xi^ • • • Xi^_^yma2mXi,+i • • • Xi,u{p)zxiZx^•••zx, (by the zigzag equations) 
= Xi^Xi^ • • • {Xi^_iym)a2mXi,+i • ' • Xi^u{P)zXiZx2 • • • Zx, 
= a:ia;2• • • Xj_2{xi^-iym)a2mXj+i • • • Xrv{p)ziZ2•••Zs (by inductive hypothesis) 
= Xia;2 • • • Xj-2Xi,_-^ {yma2m)Xj+l • • • XrV{p)ziZ2 ' • • Zs 
= a;ia;2• • • Xj-2Xj-iXjXj+i • • • Xrv{p)ziZ2 •••Zs (by the zigzag equations), 
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as required. 
Case (2). i < j -- 1 and j < r. Now 
Xi^X,^•••X^^u{p)Zx,Zx^••^Zx, 
= Xi,--- Xi^_^yma2mXi^+i • • • Xi^u{p)zx, •••zx, (by the zigzag equations) 
= Xi,--- {Xi^_-,ym)a'2mX^^^ • • • Xi^u{p)zx, • • • ^A, 
= Wi{Xi^,. . .,Xi^_^ym,a2m,Xi^_^_^,. . .,Xi,)u{p)zx, •••ZXs 
= W2{xi^,..., Xi^_^ym, a2m, Xi^^,,..., Xi,)v(p)zi • • • z^ (by inductive hypothesis) 
= Xia;2 • • • Xe-i{Xi^_^ym)X(+i • • • Xj_ia2mXj+l • • • XrV{p)ziZ2 •••Zs 
= xi • • • X(^i{xi^_^ym) • • • a2m-itm''" Xrv{p)zi • • • Zs (by the zigzag equations) 
= a^ i • • • a;i,_i(yma2m-i)• • -t^ • • • x^i;(p)zi •••Zs (by Result 1.6.11 Q&ym,tm^S\ U) 
= xi--- Xi,_i {ym-\a2m-2)''' tm''' Xrvip)zi • • • z^ (by the zigzag equations) 
= Xi--- Xi^_i ( y ^ _ i ) • • • a2m-2tm ' ' ' XrV(p)zi • • • Zg ( 63 ) 
= xi--- Xi^_^ (ym-i) • • • a2m-3tm-i'"" Xrv{p)zi • • • z^ (by the zigzag equations), 
where the equahty (63) above follows by Result 1.6.11 as ym-i, tm ^ S\U. Con-
tinuing in this way, we obtain 
Xi,Xi^---Xi^u{p)zx,zx2---Zx, 
= Xi • • • Xe_iXi^_^ym-l • • • Xj_ia2m-3tm-lXj+l • • • XrV{p)Zi • • • Zg 
= xi • • • Xi-iXi^_^yi'• • Xj^ittitiXj+i• • • Xrv{p)z (where z = zi---Zs) 
= xi • • • xe-iXi^_,yi• • • Xj-idi • • • Xrvip)tiz (by Cor. 4.2.2 asyieS\U) 
= xi • • • a;£-ia;i,_iyiX£+i • • • Xj^iaiXj+i • • • Xrv{p)ci • • • Cgf^z (64) 
= U2{xu. • .,xe-i,{xi^_,yi),xe+i,... ,xy_i,ai,.. .,Xr)v{p)ci...CsifiZ 
= ui{xi,...,xe-i,{xi^.^yx),xe+i,...,Xj-i,ai,...,Xr)u{p)cx, • • • cxA^^ 
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where the last equahty follows by inductive hypothesis. The equality (64) above 
follows by Result 1.6.10, for some Ci, C2,..., c^  G f/, t[ e S\U as ti e S\U. Now 
the word Wi(^i, (^ 2, • • • ,^r) contains ^i,_i^i, as a subword, so the above product in S 
contains {xi^_^yi)ai. Thus, using the fact that yiCi = ao from the zigzag equations, 
we have 
= ui{xi,... ,x^_i, {xi^_^yi),Xi+i,... ,Xj_i,ai, . . . , Xr)u{p)cx^ • • • cx/iZ 
= ui{xi,.. .,xe_i,Xi^_^,xe+i,... ,Xj_i,ao,.. .,Xr)u{p)cx^ • ••cx,t[z 
= U2{xi,..., xe-i,..., Xj-i,ao,..., Xr)v{p)cs • • • Cst[z (by uiductive hypothesis) 
= a;iX2 • • • Xi^iXi^_^Xij^i • • • Xj^^aoXj+i • • • XrV{p)CsC2 • • • Cst[z 
= XiX2---Xe-lXi^_-^X^+i---Xj_iaoXj+i---XrV{p)tiZiZ2---Zs (65) 
= XiX2---Xe-iXi^_^Xi+l---Xj^iaotiXj+i---XrV{p)ziZ2---Zs (66) 
= Xi'- -xe--- Xj-iXj • • • Xrv{p)zi •••Zs (by the zigzag equations and Xi^ j^ = Xi), 
where the equalities (65) and (66) above follow by Result 1.6.10 as CiC2 • • • Cst[ — ti, 
and by Corollary 4.2.2 as ao = yiai with yi E S\U and s > /lo - 1 respectively, as 
required. 
Case (3). £ < j - 1 and j = r. 
The proof in this case may be obtained by modifying the proof of Case (2) in 
the following way: 
(a) Replace the word Xj+i•••Xr by 1; 
(b) Replace 
(xi, X2,. -.,Xj-i,ai,Xj+i,...,Xr) by (xi, a;2,... ,a:r-i, ^ i); 
(c) Replace 
(rci,X2,..-,Xj-i,ao,Xj+i,...,Xr) by (xi,X2,...,x^-i,ao). 
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Case (4). j + I = i. Now 
Xi^Xi^---Xi^u{p)zx,zx^---yx, 
= Xi^Xi^ • • • Xi^_^yma2mXi^+, • • • Xi^ u(p)zAi •'" ^A. (by the zigzag equations) 
Xi^Xi2 • • • \Xi^_^ym)0y2mXiij_^i " ' " Xi^UypjZXj^ ' ' " Zx^ 
= Xi- • • Xj-ia2m{xig_iym)xe+i • • • Xrv{p)zi •• • Zs (by inductive hypothesis) 
= xi • • • Xj-ia2m-itm{xi^^-^ym)''' XrV{p)zi • • • z^ (by the zigzag equations) 
= X1X2 • • • Xj^ia2m-l{tmXi,-iym)Xe+i • • • XrV{p)ziZ2 • • • Z^ 
{tmXi^_^ym)a2m-\''' Xi^u{p)zx:,''' ^K (by inductive hypothesis) 
= a^ ii • • • Xi^_^{tmXi^_^ym-i)0'2m-2'''Xi^u{p)zx^''' ^x, (by the zigzag equations) 
= xi--- Xj-ia2m-2{tmXig--,ym-i)xe+i' •' Xrv{p)zi • • • Zg (by inductivB hypothesis) 
= Xi- • • Xj-ia2m-3 • Xrv{p)zi ••• Zs (by the zigzag equations). 
Continuing in this way, we obtain 
Xi^Xi^---Xi^u{p)zx^zx^---yK 
= Xi--- Xj_ia2m-3{tm-lXi^-iym-l) ' ' ' XrV{p)zi • • • Zg 
= xixa • • • Xj_iai{tiXi^_,yi)xe+i • • • Xrv{p)ziZ2 •••Zs 
= Xi^--- Xi^_^{tiXi^_^yi)aiXi^^, • • • Xi^u{p)zx, •••zx, (by inductive hypothesis) 
(^ia;i,_i)aoa:t,+i • • • Xi^u{p)zx^ •••zx, (by the zigzag equations) 
— 0:1X2 • • • Xj-iao{tiXi^_Jxe+i • • • Xrv{p)ziZ2 • Zs (by the inductive hypothesis) 
= X1X2 • • • Xj-iXjXj+i • • • XrV{p)ziZ2' • • Zs (by the zigzag equations), 
as required. 
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Case (5). j + 1 < ^ and i <r. Now 
= Xi^Xt^ • • • Xt^_^yma2mXig+i • • • x,^u{p)zxj^ •••zx, (by the zigzag equations) 
= X^^X^^ • • • {x^^_•,ym)a2mX^^^, • • • XIMP)Z\,ZX2 " • ' ^A, 
WiyX^^, Xj2, • • • , Xig^illmj Q2m)^t,+n • • • i Xir)'^{P)ZXiZx2 " ' ' Zx^ 
= W2{x,^,..., Xi^^^Vm, a2m, • • •, x^^)v{p)zl • • • Zs (by inductive hypothesis) 
= 2:1X2 • • • Xj^ia2mX]+l • • • Xi-iXi^_^ymXe+i • • • XrV{p)ziZ2 •••Zs 
= a:i • • • a2m-\tmXj+i • • • Xi^ix^^_^ym• • • Xrv{p)zi •••Zs (by the zigzag equations) 
= Xi--- a2m-lh^i • • • fcj!J!(^_j_i)C^j+l • • • X|>_lX^^_^ym • • • XrV{p)Zi • • • Zg ( 67 ) 
= U2{Xi, . . . , a 2 m - l , &J+1, • • • , &j+(£_j_i), C ^ ^ J + l • • • ^i.-iVm, • • • > Xr)v{p)Zi • • • Zs 
= W l ( x i , . . . , a 2 m - l , ??j+l, • • • , ^5+(f^j_a), C ^ ^ j + l • • • 2;t,_iym, . . . , Xr) w(p)^Ai • • • ^A,, 
where the last equaUty follows by inductive hypothesis, and the equality (67) above 
follows by Result 1.6.10 for some h^^\,..., ^j+(£_j_i) eU andCe S\U, as i,„ G U. 
Since the word MI({I,C2, • • • )^r) contains ^iq-i^i^ as a subword, the above product 
in S contains (a;tg-iym)a2m-i, which by zigzag equations, equals, {x^g^lym~l)a2m-2• 
Now, as the equaUties (68) and (69) below follow by inductive hypothesis, and by 
Result 1.6.10 as b^J!^i • • • b^^i^£_j_i'jt'j^ — tm respectively, we have 
X^^X^^• • • Xi^u{p)zx^Zx^- • • Zx, 
= Wi(Xi, . . . , a2m-U &5-+1' • • • ' ^5+(£-j-l)> C • • • ^ r^-lVm, . . . , Xr) u[p)zx^ • • • Zx, 
= Ui{Xi,..., a2m-2, &5+1' • • • ' ^m-j-1)' C • • • Xi<,-l 2/m-l, • • • , Xr)u{p)zx, • • • ZA, 
= U2(Xi , . . . , a 2 m - 2 , &]•+}, • • • , ^ j + ( £ - j - l ) . C • • • Xi^-iVm-l, •••, Xr)v{p)Zi • • • Zs ( 6 8 ) 
^ a;iX2 • • • a : j - ia2m-2&$+l ' • • &5+(^_y_i)<„ • ' * Xi-lX^-iVm-l • • • XrV{p)Zi •••Zs 
= XxXi • • • Xj_ia2m-2^ma^j+l • • • Xt-xXi^_^ym-\Xl^\ ' • • XrV{p)ZiZ2 • • • Zg (69) 
== xi • • • a2m-3tm-i''' xe-iXi^_,ym-i' *' Xrv{p)zi' •' Zs- (by the zigzag equations). 
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Continuing in this way, we obtain 
= Xi • • • Xj^ia2m-3tm-l ' • • Xi_iXi^_^,ym-l • • ' XrV{p)zi • • • Zg 
= X1X2 • • • Xj^iaitiXj+i • • • Xi^iXi^_^yiXe+i • • • Xrv{p)ziZ2 • • • Zs 
= xi--- aihfl^ • • • b^^l^i,_._-^-^t[xj+i • • • x^_iXi^_^yi • • • Xrv{p)zi • • • Zg (70) 
= U2{xi,..., ai,bfl^,..., bf^^^_._^^,t[xj+i • • • Xi^iXi^_^yi,..., Xr)v{p)zi •••Zs 
= •ui(xi,..., ai, 6 / ^1 , . . . , by^^i,_._^yt[xj+i • • • xt-iXi^_^yi,..., Xr)u{p)zx^ •••z\,, 
where the last equaUty follows by inductive hypothesis, and the equaUty (70) above 
follows by Result 1.6.10 for some bjl^,...,b^^hf^_-^s e U and t'^  € 5 \ f/, as ti is in 
S\U. As before, the word MI(6>^2, • • • )^r) contains ii^_-^ii^ as a subword, the above 
product in 5 contains {xi^_^yi)ai which, by the zigzag equations, equals Xi^_^aQ. 
Now as the equahty (71) below follows by inductive hypothesis, we have 
Xi^Xi^ • • • Xi^u(p)zx,zx2 •••zx, 
= Ml(xi,...,ai,bf}-^,...,fc5+(^_j-_i),t'lXj+i • • • xe.iXi^_^yi,...,Xr)u{p)zx, •••zx, 
= ui{xi,...,oo,&5+\>• • • bfli^i_j_^^,t[xj+i• • • X£-iXi,_i,...,Xr)u{p)zx^•••zx, 
= U2{xi,...,ao,bfl^,...,bfl^^_._^^,t[xj+i • • • xc-iXi^__,,...,Xr)v{p)zi•••Zs (71) 
= rciX2• • • Xj-iaobf^^ • • • bfl^g_._^^t[3:j+i • • • X£_iXi,_, • • • Xrv{p)ziZ2•••Zs 
= XiX2^--Xj-iaotiXj+i-^^Xc-iXi^_^Xe+l---XrV{p)ziZ2-^-Zs (72) 
= X1X2 • • • Xj^iXjXj+i • • • Xi_iXiXe+i • • • XrV{p)ZiZ2 •••Zs, 
where the last equality follows by the zigzag equations, due to the fact that 
Xi _i = X£, and Xj = aoti = Xj. Also the equality (72) above follows by 
Result 1.6.10 as bfl^ • • • bfl^^_j_.^fi = ti, as required. 
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Case (6). j + l <£ and£ = r. 
The proof in this case may be obtained by modifying the proof of Case (5) in 
the following way: 
(a) Replace the word x^ +i • • • x^  by 1 
(b) Replace 
(xi 
by 
(xi,X2,...,Xj_i,a2fc_i,bf_li,...,bfl^^_._^^,t'f,Xj+i • • • Xi_iXi^_^yk) 
for all A; = 1,2,... ,m; 
(c) Replace 
(Xi , X2, . . . , X j _ i , a2fe_2, &55l' • • • ' ^ J + V J - I ) ' 4a^J+l • • • Xl-l^H-iVk-U Xe+l, ...,Xr) 
by 
(xi, X2, • • • , Xj_i, a2fc-2, &5-5i' • • •' ^f}{e-j-i)A^j+i • • • xe-iXi^_,yk-i) 
for all fc = 1,2,..., m and where yo — I-
Thus the proof of the lemma is completed. • 
By argimaents similar to the proof of Lemma 5.3.2, we have 
Lemma 5.3.3. Let U be any permutative semigroup which is dense in 5" and let U 
satisfies 
X1X2 • • • XrV{puP2, . . . ,pt)ziZ2 •••Zs = Xi^^ • • I i ^ ' u ( p i , P 2 , • • • ,Pt)zXi • •' Zx„ ( 7 3 ) 
where i and A are any permutations of the sets {1,2,..., r} and {1,2,..., s} re-
spectively and V, u are any words inpi,p2,---,Pe- Then, for any positive integers 
r, s such that r > QO - 1, s > ho - I, the above identity is also satisfied for all 
Xi^,Xi^,...,Xi^, 2AI,2A2,...,2A. € 5 andpi,p2,...,peeU. 
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In the following lemma, U is any permutative semigroup which is dense in S. 
Lemma 5.3.4. Let (1) be any seminormal identity and let u, v and w be any words 
in the variables Pi,P2, • • • ,Pfc {k > 2) such that i{u) > go — ^ and i{w) > ho — I. If 
Pi & S\U, for some i € {1,2 , . . . , k}, then 
U{p)v{p)w{p) = u{p)CiC2 • • • Cq{p'i)^P'^^v{p)w{p) [ = u(p)u(p ' ) (p . ) IP ' l"CiC2 • • • CqW{p)] 
in 5 \ for some Ci, C2,..., c, G U and any ^ > 1 {In fact the two products are equal 
in S), where (p) = {pi,P2,•••,Pk) and 
{p) = {Pi,P2, • • • ,Pi-i, l,Pi+i, • • • ,Pfc), 
^ Pi,P2,- • • -iPk £ 'S' (thus the product v{p) is obtained from the product v{p) by 
ommiting all the occurences of the element Pi). 
Proof. Suppose that pi & S\U ior some i € {1 ,2 , . . . , k}. Then, pi = x'h = x'b'y' 
for some b,b' G U and a;', y' £ S \U. Now as the equaUties (74) and (75) below 
follow by Corollary 4.2.2 asy' eS\U, i{u) >go-l, and x' e S\U, i{w) >ho-l, 
respectively, we have 
u{p)v{p)w{p) 
= u{p)v{pi,p2,... ,pi-i,pi,pi+i,... ,Pk)w{p) 
= u{p)v{pi,p2,... ,Pi_i, x'b'y',pi+u... ,Pk)w{p) 
= u{p){x'yP'^^v{pi,p2,...,Pi-i,b'y',Pi+i,...,pk)w{p) (74) 
= u{p){x'b'y'yP'^^v{pi,p2,...,Pi-i,l,Pi+i,---,Pk)w{p) (75) 
= u{p){PiyP'^"v{pi,p2, . . . ,Pi-U l,Pi+l, • . . ,P.k)w{P) 
= u(p)(6i)IP*l"(6'2)IP'l"---(6,)lP'l"(p9lP'l''u(p)w(p) (76) 
= u{p)ciC2... Cq{j)'if'\^v{p)w{p) (where ci = (ftO'^'l",..., c, = (6g)lp'l"), 
where the equality (76) above follows by Result L6.10 and Corollary 4.2.2 for any 
6i, 62,..., 6g G f/ and y^  € 5" \ t/, as Pi G 5 \ [/• and i{u) > ^^ - 1, as required. 
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The dual statement may be proved analogously. D 
Lemma 5.3.5. Let U be any permutative semigroup which is dense in S and let U 
satisfies 
a;iX2 • • • Xrv{pi,p2,.. .,Pe)ziZ2 •••Zs = Xi,--- Xi^u{pi,p2, • • • ,Pi)zx, •••zx,, (77) 
where i and A are any permutations of the sets {1 ,2 , . . . , r} and {1 ,2 , . . . , s} respec-
tively, and u, w are any words in pi,p2, ••-,?£ such that C(u)UC(it) = {pi,P2, • • • iPe}-
Then, for any positive integers r and 5 such that r>go — l,s>ho — l, the identity 
(77) is also satisfied by S. 
Proof. Take any semigroups U and S with U dense in S and assume that U satisfies 
(1) and (77). As U satisfies (1), by Result 1.6.5 S also satisfies (1). Now we shall 
show that the identity (77) is also satisfied by S. 
Take any di,d2,...,d£ES. If some di € U, there is a zigzag in .S*^  over U with 
value di, namely, di = di.l = l.di.l — l.di. And iidi & S\U, then there is a zigzag 
over U in S, and hence in 5^. Thus, di, ^2 , . . . , d^  all have zigzags over U in S^ of 
some common length [44, Lemma 4.2], say 
(i) (i) _ (i) (i) (i) ,(i) _ (i),(t) 
Vk ^2k ~ %+1^2fc+l ' ^2ik-l''fc — ^2k''k+V 
oSn-i^ = 4L yiSoSn = di; {l<i<e;l<k<m-l), (78) 
where af eU {i = l,2,...J, j = 0,l,...,2m) and t^\ y^^ e S^ for z = 1,2,... ,^ 
and g — 1,2,..., m. Further, for each dj £ 5 \ f/, we may assume that 4 and yq 
axe'm. S\U [44, Lemma4.2]. 
Now, as in the proof of Lemma 5.3.2 let p = {pi,P2, • • • ,Pe)- With this notation, 
identity (77) becomes 
xia;2 • • • XrV{p)ziZ2 •••Zs = Xi^Xi^ • • • Xi^u{p)zxiZx2 •••z\^-
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Also, let 
d = {di,d2,...,di); 
hk = (4 ' \a f , . . . ,4 '^) (A; = 0,1,... , 2m); 
i, = {i'\tf\.../^^) (9 = l,2,...,m); 
Vq = iyq^\y?,---,yq^) (9 = i,2,. . . ,m). 
We now, wish to show that 
IlX2 • • • XrV{d)ziZ2 • • • Zs = Xi^Xi^ • • • Xi^u{d)zx^Zx2 ' ' ' Zx,-
By [44, Lemma 4.3], d e S^^^ is in the dominion of t/M in {S^f\ where TW, for 
any semigroup T and for any integer 7 > 2, denotes the cartesian product of the 
7-copies of T. In fact, d has a zigzag over C/M in {S^f of length m as follows: 
d = aoii, ao = yiai, 
,yfca2fc = yfc+ia2fc+i5 o,2k-itk = 02fcifc+i, 
a2m-l^m = a2m, yma2m = d] (1 < k < m - 1, 1 < l < 171 - 1), (79) 
where at G t/I^ (t = 0 ,1 , . . . , 2m) and y,, iq € (5^)'^ (^  = 1,2,..., m). 
Finally, suppose that all oi Xi^,Xi^,... ,Xi^, Zx^, Zx^,..., Zx, and Pi,P2,-• • ,Pe ^ S. If 
all of the variables Xj^ , ajj^ , - . . , x^ ^ € S and z^i, ^AZ, • • •, ^A,. PI,P2, •••,Pe^U, then 
the lemma holds by Lemma 5.3.2. On the other hand if all of Xj^ , Xi^,..., Xi^, ZAI, 
z\2,- ••jZXs € 5 and Pi,P2 • • • ,P£ € [/, then the lemma holds by Lemma 5.3.3. 
So, assume that not all of pi,p2, • • • ,P£ are in U. Then, there exists atleast one 
Pj, 1 < j < ^ such that Pj€ S\ U. Therefore, y P , t P eS\U ioi all i such that 
1 < z < m. Without loss of generahty we may assume that pj G C{u). Then 
XiiXi^---Xi^u{d)zx^Zx2---zx, 
= Xi^Xi^ • • • Xi^u{aoii)zx^zx2 •••zx, (by equations (79)) 
= Xi^Xi^'• • Xi^u{ao)u{ii)zx^zx2 •••zx, (by Lemma 4.3.2) 
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= Xi^Xi^ • • • Xi^u{ao)ciC2 • • • Csit^i'' )l''jl"M(ii )z, 
where the last equahty follows by Lemma 5.3.4 for some Ci,C2,..., Cj G t/, as r^' G 
S\U, and where z = z\^z\^ • • • z\^. Therefore, 
^h^h- • • ^ir'^{^)zx^zx^- • • zx, 
= Xi^Xi^ • • • Xi^u{do)ciC2 • • • Cs{t^^ )M-U{ti )z 
= Xi,--- XiXaQ)cx, • • • CA.(t?'^ ')'^ '^"M(fi')z (by Cor. 4.2.2 as tf eS\U) 
= xi • • • Xri){ao)ciC2 • • • Cs{ii )'''-''"M(fi )z (by Lemma 5.3.3) 
= Xi • • • Xrv{yiai)ciC2 • • • Cs{ti )lP^I''u(ti )z (from equations (79)) 
= Xi • • • XrV{yi)v{di)ciC2 • • • Cs(4 )'^ '^"w(ii )z (by the dual of Lemma 4.3.2) 
= xi • • • Xrv{di)ciC2• • • Csv{yi){t^^^')^P^\'^u{ti)z (by Cor. 4.2.2 as t[^^' €S\U) 
= Xi^Xi^ • • • Xi^u{di)cx,cx^ • • • cxXyi){i? )'^^'"M(fi) (by Lemma 5.3.3) 
= Xi,--- XiXyi)u{di)ci • • • Cs{tf)^P^^^u{ti)z (by Cor. 4.2.2 as t?'^' eS\U) 
= Xi^Xi^-• •Xi^v{yi)u{di)u(ti)z (by Lemma 5.3.4) 
= Xi^Xi2 • • • Xi^v{yi)u{aiii)z (by Lemma 4.3.2) 
= Xij^Xi^ • • • Xi^v{yi)u{d2i2)z (by equations(79)). 
Continuing in this way, we obtain 
Xij^Xi^ • • • Xi^u{d)zx^zx2 •••z\^ 
= Xi^Xi^---Xi^v{yi)u{a2t2)z 
= Xi^Xi^ • • • Xi^v{ym-l)u{a2m-2im)z 
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= x^^x^^ • • • x^^v{ym-i)u{a2m-2)u{im)z (by Lemma 4.3.2) 
= x^^x^^ • • • x,^u{d2m-2)u{im)v{ym-i)z (by Lemma 4.3.4) 
= XiiXi2 • • • X^^u{a2m-2)UlU2 • • • ils{tm ) 'P^ ' "u ( i^ )v{yrn-l)z, 
where the last equahty follows by lemma 5.3.4 for some «i,U2,. • • ,Us ^  U, as tm £ 
S\U. Therefore, 
X^^X^^ • • • Xr^u{d)Zx,Zx^ • • • Zx, 
= X,,Xj2 • • • X^^u{a2m-2)UlU2 • • • Us{tli^ ) '^- ' '"«(tm )v{ym-l)z 
= x,j • • • x^^u{d2ni-2)ux, • • • UA,(t^ '^)IP I^"'u(4 )viym-i)z (by Cor. 4.2.2) 
= xi • • • Xrv{d2m-2)uiU2" • • Usit'ii' )'P I^"'u(t^  )v{ym-i)z (by Lemma 5.3.3) 
= X1X2 • • • Xrv{d2m-2)u{im)v{ym-i)z (by Lemma 5.3.4) 
= 0:1X2 • • • Xrv{ym-i)v{d2m-2)uiim)z (by Lemma 4.3.4) 
= X1X2 • • • Xrv{ym-id2m-2)u{tm)z (by the dual of Lemma 4.3.2) 
= X1X2 • • • Xrv{ymd2m-i)u(tm)z (by equations(79)). (80) 
Now we have two cases. 
Case (a). C{u) = C{v). 
As C{u) — C{v), the variable pj which is in C{u) must also be in C{v). Thus, 
the equahty (80) becomes: 
Xi.Xi^ • • • x^^u{d)zx^zx^ •••zx, 
= 2:1X2 • • • XrV{ymd2m-l)uiim)z 
= z'v{ym)v{d2m-i)u{im)z (by the dual of Lemma 4.3.2, and as z' = X1X2 •••Xr) 
= z'v{ym'){yii^'pHib2 • • • brv{a2m-i)viV2 • • • Vs{tS')^P^^''u{t~J)z, 
where the last equahty follows by Lemma 5.3.4 and its dual for some 61,62, •"' ,6r 
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and Vi,V2,- • -Vs G U, as ym\ tm ^ S\ U. Therefore, 
= z'v{yrr^){y^J}')\p^\^hb2 • • • brv{a2m-i)viV2 • • • w,(i|^^')IP^I'n/(4')-2 
= z'v{yr^){y^£pHi^ • • • kX^2m-l)vx, • • • VxAtli^'y^^^Mtm)^ (81) 
= Mym'){y^^')^P^^^hb2 • ••bru{a2m-i)viV2 • ••Vs0p\-u{tl!)z, 
where the last equaUty follows by Result 1.6.11, and the equaUty (81) above follows 
by Lemma 5.3.3. Therefore, 
Xi,Xi^---Xi^u{d)zx,zx2---zx, 
= z'v{yrr^){yli^'yP^\^bib2 • • • brU{a2m-l)VlV2 • • • V,{ti^'f^^-u{t~^ )z 
= z'v{ym)u{a2m-i)u{im)zxj^ • • • yA (^by Lemma 5.3.4 its dual, and the definition of z) 
= z'v{ym)u{a2m-iim)zxiZx2''' zx, (by Lemma 4.3.2) 
= z'v{ym)u{a2m)zxiZx2 •••zx, (by equations (79)) 
= z'v{yj){yli^'yp^\-qiq2• • • qru{a2m)zx,zx2 •••zx,, 
where the last equality follows by the dual of Lemma 5.3.4 for some qi,q2,---,C[r 
eU,asy^ri^ ^S\U. Therefore, 
Xi^Xi^---Xi^u{d)zx,zx2---zx, 
= z'v{y~rr^){yii^'yP'^^qiq2• • • qru{a2m)zx,zx2 •••zx, 
= z'v{y~m'){ym'yP'^''qi, • • • qiA^2m)zx,zx2 •••zx, (by Corollary 4.2.2) 
= z'v{y~J){y^^ )'^ '^"gi?2 • • • qrv{a2m)ziZ2 ...Zs (by Lemma 5.3.3) 
= z'v{ym)v{a2Tn)ziZ2 • • • Zg (by the dual of Lemma 5.3.4) 
= Xi • • • Xrv{ymd2m)zi • • • Zs (by the dual of Lemma 4.3.2 and the definition of z') 
= a;ia;2 • • • Xrv{d)ziZ2 ...Zg (by equations (79)), 
as required. 
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Case (b). C{u) + C{v). 
First suppose that not all the variables in v are from U. Let Pfc G C{y) for some 
A; e {1,2, ...,£} be such that pke S\U. Then y^^  G 5 \ [/, and the proof is on 
similar lines as in Case (a). So, assume next that all the variables in v are from U. 
Thus, the equahty (80) becomes: 
= X1X2 • • • XrV{yma2m~l)u{im)z 
= Xi2;2 • • • Xrv{a2m-i)u{im)z (siuce all the variables in v are from U) 
= X1X2 • • • XrV{a2m-l)b'ib'2 • • • b'^{tm )l^^l"'u(tm )z, 
where the last equality follows by Lemma 5.3.4 for some 6^,63,... ,b'g eU, as tm is 
mS\U. Therefore, 
Xi,Xi^---Xi^u{d)zxiZx2---zx, 
= X1X2 • • • XrV{a2m-l)b[b'2 . • • l)s{tm ) '^^'"w(im )z 
= Xi^--- Xi^u{a2m-i)b'x^ • • • b'x^tm )'^ '^"w(t^  )z (by Lemma 5.3.3) 
= Xi,--- XiX^2m-i)^A • • • b'At^J}'y^^^"u{tm> i^Y Cor. 4.2.2 as t^ '^ eS\U) 
= Xi^Xi2---Xi^u{a2m-i)u{im)z (by the dual of Lemma 5.3.4) 
— XtjXij • • • Xi^u{d2Tn-iim)z (by the dual of Lemma 4.3.2) 
= Xii • • • Xi^u{a2m)zxi •••zxs (by equations (79) and as 2 = ZAI • • • zx,) 
— a;iX2 • • • Xrv{a2m)ziZ2 • • • Zs (by Lemma 5.3.3) 
= xi • • • Xrv{yma2m)zi • • • Zg (sincB all the variables in v are replaced from U) 
= X1X2• • • Xrv{d)ziZ2••• Zg (by equations (79)), 
as required. 
Thus, the proof of Lemma 5.3.5, and hence of Theorem 5.3.1, is completed • 
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